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Abstract

Deep neural networks (DNN) are very powerful tools but remain black boxes. Convolu-

tional neural networks (CNN) are a type of DNN specialized for certain tasks like image

classification, image segmentation and object detection, among others. These are the

focus of this study.

Because of the risks involved in applying these networks to areas such as medical

imaging and autonomous driving, it is important to understand the behaviour of CNNs,

in particular, how they reach their predictions. This will also be beneficial for their further

development.

Currently, most interpretability techniques are aimed at providing better understand-

ing of a single network instance and often explain only the prediction of a given in-

dividual input example. However, for the same model (same architecture, task and

dataset), one can have many different hypotheses, simply by changing the initial con-

ditions (weights initialization). These sources of variability, between examples, for the

same hypothesis (model instance), and between hypothesis for the same example, are

not taken into account by the vast majority of current interpretability methods. This

opens the question whether there is consistency between hypothesis in the attributes the

interpretability diagnostics capture as being relevant for the predictions. In this work,

tools and methods were developed to analyse these two forms of variability. They were

applied to two interpretability diagnostics (saliency maps and sensitivity to occlusion)

for several models, with different architectures and tasks. Furthermore, it was shown

how they can be used to identify potential problems in the relevance of the attributes the

interpretability diagnostics capture in some of the scenarios studied. The method also

provides a means to assess possible strategies for mitigating this issue.

Keywords: deep neural networks, convolutional neural networks, interpretability tech-

niques
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Resumo

As redes neuronais profundas são ferramentas muito poderosas, mas permanecem

caixas negras. As redes convolucionais são um tipo de redes neuronais profundas especi-

almente adaptado a tarefas como a classificação de imagens, a segmentação de imagens e

a detecção de objectos, entre outras. Estas são o foco deste estudo.

Devido aos riscos associados à aplicação destas redes a áreas como a imagiologia

médica e a condução autónoma, é importante compreender o comportamento das redes

convolucionais, em particular, como chegam às suas previsões. Esta compreensão também

será benéfica para o seu crescente desenvolvimento.

Actualmente, a maioria das técnicas de interpretabilidade estão vocacionadas para

possibilitar uma maior compreensão de uma instância de rede em particular, e frequen-

temente oferecem uma explicação para um exemplo em particular tirado do conjunto de

dados inicial. No entanto, para o mesmo modelo (mesma arquitectura, tarefa e conjunto

de dados), podem ter-se muitas hipóteses diferentes, pela simples mudança das condições

iniciais (inicialização dos pesos). Estas fontes de variabilidade, entre exemplos, para a

mesma hipótese (instância do modelo), e entre hipóteses para o mesmo exemplo, não são

tidas em conta na grande maioria das técnicas de interpretabilidade actuais. Isto abre

uma questão sobre se há consistência entre hipóteses quanto aos atributos que os diag-

nósticos de interpretabilidade capturam como sendo relevantes para as previsões. Neste

trabalho, desenvolveram-se ferramentas e métodos para analisar estas duas formas de

variabilidade. Estas foram aplicadas a dois diagnósticos de interpretabilidade (mapas de

saliência e sensibilidade à oclusão) para vários modelos, com diferentes arquitecturas e

tarefas. Adicionalmente, mostrou-se como podem ser usadas para identificar potenciais

problemas quanto à relevância dos atributos capturados pelos diagnósticos de interpreta-

bilidade em alguns dos cenários estudados. Este método proporciona também uma forma

de avaliar possíveis estratégias para mitigar o problema.

Palavras-chave: Palavras-chave (em Português) redes neuronais profundas, redes neuro-

nais convolucionais, técnicas de interpretabilidade
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1
Introduction

Deep neural networks are a subfield of artificial intelligence (AI) which has produced

powerful tools for diverse tasks such as image and speech recognition, automatic transla-

tion, among many others. Despite their capabilities, deep neural networks are considered

to be black-boxes since an understanding of how they reach their (sometimes surprising)

results is limited by their inherent lack of transparency. Unlike traditional machine learn-

ing algorithms, they are not provided with engineered features as input for a specific task.

They apply nonlinear transformations to input data, producing new representations of

them that are then used as features to compute an output. This nonlinearity and their

complexity hinder our understanding of their learning process. As interpretability meth-

ods from machine learning are not directly applicable or are unsuited to neural networks,

there is a growing interest in the field of interpretability/explainability of the latter.

The present work will survey deep neural networks interpretability techniques appli-

cable to problems which involve non-trivial tasks with images, such as object detection

or image classification. Based on this review, we will explore how to adapt these methods

to deep neural networks models instead of specific network instances.

In the following, some context and background knowledge of this problem are pre-

sented. In section 1.1, we further motivate the need for employing current interpretability

methods and for developing new ones. This is followed by section 1.2, where a review

is made of the basics of deep neural networks: their architecture, training/learning pro-

cesses, and some examples of specialized networks are presented. Finally, in section 1.3,

the expected contribution of the present work to the field is summarised.

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation and problem statement

The evolution of artificial intelligence (AI) has enabled a growing body of applications.

Neural networks in particular are currently employed or under study in areas as diverse

as medicine, in automated diagnostic techniques, for instance through image processing

(e.g. [1]); in finance, in areas such as the evaluation of mortgage risk [2]; in autonomous

driving (e.g. [3, 4]); in judicial systems, in the assessment of the risk of recidivism in crime

[5]; in image recognition (e.g. [6]) and speech recognition [7]; in machine translation [8];

etc.

This rapid evolution in the applications of neural networks has followed the growth

in complexity of the algorithms employed, frequently at the expense of their transparency

and interpretability, leading to a trade-off between model performance and interpretabil-

ity [9].

The increased domain of neural networks applicability has also raised questions con-

cerning the fairness [10], transparency, safety, privacy (of data collection) and ethical and

legal implications of autonomous decision algorithms, given that they can have serious

consequences in the lives of those that are the object of the decisions made [11]. In fact,

there are already examples where the use of machine learning/deep learning has lead to

controversial or biased outcomes (whether due to dataset or algorithm bias). Questions

were raised by a study indicating that COMPAS, a software to assess the risk of criminal

recidivism to aid parole and sentencing decisions, was racially biased and had weak pre-

dictive accuracy [12]. In another example, Amazon is said to have abandoned a project

for automated analysis of job candidates when it uncovered that women were unfairly

penalized [13] (see [14] for an in-depth review of bias in machine learning).

These concerns have led to research on bias in machine learning [10, 14] and, on the

other hand, to the inclusion in the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of

several rules about the collection and use of personal data for automated decision-making.

In particular, there is an obligation to provide the data subject with “meaningful informa-

tion about the logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged consequences

of such processing” for him [11, 15]. On the other hand, application of DNN in criti-

cal situations (such as medical applications and autonomous driving) also points to the

need for improved interpretability of the algorithms, for software auditing and model

validation.

Improving the interpretability of deep neural networks is also important from a fun-

damental research point of view. An increased understanding of their learning process

could better guide the development of networks, ensuring they are not learning artefacts

or are vulnerable to adversarial attacks. A telling example of such attacks was the discov-

ery that by doing certain changes in an image, imperceptible to the human viewer, the

correct results of an image classification network would change to an incorrect prediction

[16].

Current efforts in the domain of neural network interpretability have focused mainly

2



1.2. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

on interpreting trained instances of these networks (hypotheses) or the network response

to a particular example or group of examples. However, it is not clear whether the in-

sight gained with these methods extends to models. If, for example, one trains multiple

instances of the same model, will the attributes captured by the interpretability methods

regarding what is valued by the network to make a prediction, or about its functioning,

be consistent among the instances?

It is important to assess the expected behaviour of a model, since, in principle, one

will only use an instance of it in practice but would like to have an understanding of

whether this will differ significantly if another instance were to be used.

1.2 Background Knowledge

1.2.1 Deep Neural Networks

Deep learning algorithms are similar to other machine learning algorithms in the sense

that they are also composed of a dataset, a cost function, an optimization procedure and

a model. However, unlike other machine learning algorithms, who learn the mapping

from the features to the predictions, these do not need to be provided to neural networks.

Deep learning algorithms take raw data (pictures, sequences of words,...) and learn the

features relevant to the task during training, i.e. new representations of the data that are

more useful for the desired purpose. Here resides their power.

Structure-wise, artificial neural networks are composed of a multitude of units (artifi-

cial neurons) organized in layers, connected between each other.

These units, or artificial neurons, were inspired by the way synapses occur in neurons

in the brain. Stimuli collected from dendrites in the neuron are combined and only if they

exceed some threshold to depolarize the membrane, will the stimulus propagate through

the axon of the neuron until its synaptic terminals. Current artificial neural networks

and neurons are no longer as close to the biological structures which inspired them as in

the early days of artificial intelligence, but some similarities remain. The functioning of a

generic artificial neuron is depicted in figure 1.1(a). The m inputs from an example x of

the dataset (x1 to xm) are fed into the neuron, in the form of a weighted sum, with weight

values indexed from ωk1 to ωkm. An additional bias term b is added to the previous sum.

The first part of the computation yields the input signal of the neuron:

vk =
m∑
j=1

xjωkj + b. (1.1)

This affine transformation can also be expressed through the inner product of an input

vector xT = [1,x1,x2, ...,xm] with a vector of weightsωT = [b,ωk1,ωk2, ...,ωkm],ωT ·x, where

the bias term was included through the addition of the extra term with fixed input value

x0 = 1 and the weight ωk0 = b. The result of this weighted sum will be fed into the

activation function as input.
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Figure 1.1: Artificial neuron in (a) block diagram (functional representation), (b) archi-
tectural diagram and in (c) signal flow graph. Adapted from [17].

In the early perceptron model, the Heaviside function was used as a threshold acti-

vation function (Figure (1.2(a))). As a result, even using more than one layer of neurons,

the output would still be a linear combination of the inputs, unable to classify classes

of examples which were not linearly separable correctly. That function was therefore re-

placed by nonlinear activation functions, such as those depicted in Figure (1.2(b)-(d)). In

fact, the ReLU activation function, given by max(0,x), whose only source of nonlinearity

is the discontinuity at x = 0 was enough to transform the inputs of neural networks into

representations in a different space where they became linearly separable. The linearity

of the ReLU for positive inputs also makes the calculation of gradients very easy, which,

as will be seen ahead, are a part of the training process.

Nowadays, several different nonlinear functions are used for different purposes in

neural networks, among which: sigmoid activations like the logistic function ϕ(v) =

1/[1+exp(−av)], where a is a parameter that controls the slope; and the hyperbolic tangent

ϕ(v) = tanhv (see Figure (1.2(b) and (c))). The specific choice of nonlinear function

depends on the desired task as will be described later on.
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Figure 1.2: Typical activation functions.

While the hidden layer units are usually of the same kind (e.g. ReLU), output units are
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specifically chosen for the task to be performed. Different tasks correspond to different

probability distributions we wish to learn from the data, and this is reflected in the

determination of the error or loss function.

In neural networks, the loss function is typically obtained using conditional maximum

likelihood estimation, which is equivalent to minimizing the Kullback–Leibler divergence

or cross-entropy. In this way, in minimizing the loss, we are trying to make our model

probability distribution as close (pmodel) as close to the distribution we are extracting our

samples from (pdata). The loss obtained from maximum likelihood estimation conditioned

on our network parameters θ can be expressed as:

J(θ) = −Ex,y∼p̂data logpmodel(y|x;θ). (1.2)

Here θ includes both the weights and biases to be learned. Loss functions typically con-

tain additional terms for regularization purposes, such as weight decay, where a penalty

term of the form λ‖ω‖2 is added to prevent parameters from reaching very high values.

Linear activation functions with a loss function whose conditional probability model

is a Gaussian function results in obtaining the mean of the distribution in the output.

Since in linear regression it is assumed that the targets are normally distributed, the

choice of a linear activation function is suitable for this task.

For binary classifiers, the output distribution should be of the Bernoulli type, since

this models the probability of an event occurring, given two possible outcomes. In our

model, we wish to have P (y = 1|x), to define our loss function; all we need is a function

that can give us this probability. A transformation given by the sigmoid function, which

saturates at the values of 0 and 1 is appropriate since its range is [0,1] as in probability

density functions.

For multiclass classification, the goal is to identify the input example as pertaining

to one of several classes. The distribution we expect to uncover is of the Bernoulli type

since it models the probability of being in one of m states. The softmax units output a

vector of scalars in [0,1]m, where m is the number of classes, and whose sum is one. They

are therefore suitable for this multi-class classification. Each component of the vector can

then be seen as a probability of belonging to a given class k. The predicted class can then

be extracted simply as the class for which the probability value was maximum.

Deep learning networks have multiple layers of neurons connected to each other

in a hierarchical way. The most simple examples of such networks are the multilayer

perceptrons (MLPs), also called feedforward neural networks (FNN). In feedforward

networks, as the name indicates, information flows in a single direction, from the input

to the output, without any feedback from the output introduced into the network again.

Figure 1.3 depicts one of such networks. At the bottom is the input layer, where the

examples from the external dataset are fed into the network. The output layer, at the top

of the network, returns the prediction for the task at hand. The layers between them are

called hidden layers since they cannot access the output directly. They are responsible
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for learning the best representation of the data in the dataset examples to map the input

to the output in supervised learning.
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Figure 1.3: Neural network with m inputs, n hidden layers with m neurons and 1 output
layer with k output values. The architecture of this network is abbreviated by m − h1 −
h2 − ...− hn − qk . Adapted from [17].

Because the neurons of each hidden layer neurons are connected to all the neurons of

the subsequent layer, this kind of network is said to be fully connected. When this is not

the case, the network is partially connected.

For a general feedforward network, as illustrated in Figure 1.3, this flow of informa-

tion through the layers can be thought of the application of successive transformations,

which can be described as the composition of different vector-to-vector nonlinear func-

tions, each representing a hidden layer.

The high connectivity of these networks and the existence of multiple hidden layers

of neurons that introduce non-linearity through the network are behind their capacity

to learn more complex problems than a single neuron. As more layers are added, the

generalization - the ability to more accurately predict the correct output for previously

unseen examples - and the invariance - insensitivity to perturbations - of the network

increases [18]. These characteristics, however, pose several problems in terms of both the

learning process and the interpretability of the network.

The transformation of the input into features in different representational spaces

by the different layers, and the distributed non-linearity associated with it, makes it

harder to understand the inner workings of the network and less transparent what it is

learning. Even after training has ended and the weights have been set, it is not possible to

understand what the network learned without additional tools to visualize/gain insight

into the features being extracted and how they evolve during training.
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1.2.2 Training Deep Neural Networks

The training of deep neural networks in supervised learning is typically done by mini-

mization of an error or loss function, through gradient descent. The main idea of this type

of algorithms is to change the weights iteratively in the opposite direction of the gradient

of the error or objective function, relative to the weights, so as to direct it towards lower

values:

ω(i+1) = ω(i) − η∇ω(i)E (1.3)

where i represents the iteration, E the loss function, ω(i) is the weight vector associated to

a neuron and η the learning rate, which determines the size of the step to take when mul-

tiplied by the gradient term. In gradient descent methods, the loss function is therefore

required to be a differentiable function.

During training, the error or loss function needs to be determined at every iteration in

order to update the network parameters. Since the loss function is often of the form of a

sum over terms relative to each example, the computational cost of this calculation grows

linearly with their number. This can become prohibitive for current datasets, which can

reach millions of examples. For this reason, in deep neural networks, stochastic gradient

descent is used instead of simple gradient descent. In this case, mini-batches of examples

(which can be on the order of hundreds of examples) are randomly extracted from the

full training dataset, and the loss function is determined after the passing of each of these

batches through the network. The network weights are updated until a sufficiently low

value of the loss function has been achieved.

While gradient descent seems easy to implement at the output layer, one then needs a

mechanism to distribute the error of the misclassifications to other layers in the network.

This is done efficiently by using the back-propagation algorithm.

The back-propagation algorithm works in two steps. In general terms, in a first step,

the input signal is propagated from the external input sources to the output layer (i.e. in

the forward direction), undergoing multiple transformations as it traverses the different

layers. The result of the output layer is then compared to the label for this example, and

the cost function is evaluated. In the second step, the error committed is propagated in

the backward direction, from the output layer to the first hidden layer and, in the process,

the network weights are updated in a manner that decreases the cost function. In the

following, this second step is described in detail (following [17]).

To understand how this works, it is useful to separate the output from the hidden

layers. Propagating the cost function in the backward direction, the input of the output

layer neurons is the cost function value, and it is therefore intuitive to determine the

weight change by changing it in the direction opposite to that of the directional derivative

of the cost function with respect to the weight of that neuron. We then need to find a way

to do the same for the neurons in the hidden layers, which do not have direct access to

the cost function. The popularity of the back-propagation algorithm lies in the efficient

way in which it is able to update the weights of the hidden layers.
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To facilitate our analysis, we first look into what happens in the output layer, where

the loss function is calculated at the end of the forward pass. Since we are using a gradient

descent method, the first step is to determine how to change the weights of the neurons

in the output layer such that the loss function decreases.

The total error or loss function depends on all the outputs of the neurons in the output

layer (y), i.e., E (y|x,W ), where W is the matrix of weights and the matrix element ωjk
corresponds to the weight that neuron j attributes to the input coming from neuron k (see

Figure 1.4). We designate yj as the output of one of such neurons, which can be expressed

as

yj(n) = ϕj
(
vj(n)

)
(1.4)

where ϕ(·) is the neuron activation function and vj is the weighted sum of the inputs (yk)

it receives from the neurons in the previous layer which are connect to it:

vj(n) =
m∑
k=0

ωjkyk(n). (1.5)

Note that the inputs from one layer are the outputs of the preceding layer, and therefore

represented by y. To update the parameters ωjk we then need to determine the derivative

…
…

…
…

neuron k neuron j

outputinput

yj(n)yk(n)
yi(n)

vj(n)vk(n) '(·)!ki(n) !jk(n)

y0 = +1 +1

'(·)

Figure 1.4: Simplified signal flow graph of two connected layers. Adapted from [17].

of the loss with respect to it:

∂E (n)
∂ωjk(n)

=
∂E (n)
∂yj(n)

∂yj(n)

∂vj(n)

∂vj(n)

∂ωjk(n)
(1.6)

also called sensitivity factor.

From equations (1.4) and (1.5) we obtain:

∂yj(n)

∂vj(n)
= ϕ′j(vj(n))

∂vj(n)

∂ωjk(n)
= yk(n)

8
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and inserting these results in the sensitivity factor calculation we get:

∂E (n)
∂ωjk(n)

= ∂E (n)
∂yj (n) ϕ

′
j(vj(n))yk(n) (1.7)

= δj(n)yk(n)

where δj(n) is the local gradient of the error, which can be expressed as:

δj(n) =
∂E (n)
∂yj(n)

∂yj(n)

∂vj(n)
=
∂E (n)
∂vj(n)

. (1.8)

For the particular case where the loss can be described as a sum of the squares of the

difference between the output values of neurons in the last layer and the target values dj ,

we have:

E =
1
2

∑
j∈C
‖dj − yj‖2 =

1
2

∑
j∈C

e2
j (1.9)

where C is the set of output neurons. The local gradient can then be expressed as:

δj(n) = ej ϕ
′
j(vj(n)), (1.10)

which only depends on quantities from neuron j.

The component ωjk of the weight matrix can then be updated as:

ωjk(n+ 1) =ωjk(n)−4ωjk(n). (1.11)

with:

4ωjk(n) = ηδj(n)yk(n). (1.12)

Let us now look into how the weights connecting hidden layer neurons can be updated.

For the layer immediately above the output layer, the local gradient of a neuron k is

calculated from equation (1.8):

δk(n) =
∂E (n)
∂yk(n)

∂yk(n)
∂vk(n)

=
∂E (n)
∂yk(n)

ϕ′k(vk(n)). (1.13)

We can now express the error relative to neuron k as a function of its output (the input to

the output layer yj ):

∂E (n)
∂yk(n)

=
∂E (n)
∂yj(n)

∂yj(n)

∂yk(n)
=
∂E (n)
∂yj(n)

∂yj(n)

∂vj(n)︸          ︷︷          ︸
δj (n)

∂vj(n)

∂yk(n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ωjk

(1.14)

and inserting it in equation (1.13) we get:

δk(n) = δj(n)ωjkϕ
′
k(vk(n)) (1.15)

which tells us that the local gradient of the error can be expressed as a function of the

local gradient of the neuron in the next upper layer (in the direction of input to output)
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times the weight connecting the two neurons, and the derivative of a quantity dependent

only on the current layer, the activation function of neuron k.

The same kind of reasoning used in equation (1.14) can be applied to the layers

preceding layer k, making the calculation of the errors in the backward direction very

efficient, as we reuse the previously calculated local gradients from the layer above.

The reason behind the efficiency of the back-propagation algorithm is, however, also

a weakness. As the local gradients from upper layers are used in the updates of lower

layers, if for some reason they become close to zero, this propagates backwards, with the

weight updates becoming close to zero, leading to the death of neurons and convergence

stopping.

Through the training process, the weights of the network are changed through a pro-

cess that aims to minimize a loss function. In supervised learning, for instance, the

objective function would describe how good the network is at obtaining correct target

values for the inputs. The network adjusts them so as to obtain a good enough approxima-

tion to the real mapping between the inputs and the outputs, by transforming the inputs

into features where this mapping is possible. The weights and bias, therefore, encode

what the network has learned.

It is also important to note that supervised learning in deep neural networks is gen-

erally not described by a convex loss function, so there is no global minimum. The loss

function can have multiple minima and saddle points, and though stochastic gradient de-

scent with back-propagation will tend to move the network towards a lower point in the

loss function manifold, there is no guarantee it will lead us to a global or local minimum.

The learning process ends when a satisfactory low value of the loss function has been

reached, or the network stops converging further due to the death of neurons. In addi-

tion, because the examples are presented to the network in random batches in stochastic

gradient descent, training networks with same architecture multiple times will start from

different initial conditions and yield different weight updates. For these reasons, different

instances of the same network architecture, learning from the same dataset will yield

different trained networks, i.e., different hypothesis for the same class of models.

From the perspective of interpretability of a model, this makes things harder as mul-

tiple instances can result in quite different hypothesis. Most interpretability methods

proposed for neural networks focus on attempting to understand a single hypothesis, or

sometimes even just its results on an example or neighbourhood of examples. Under-

standing the variability of networks for the same model is a challenge much less explored

in the literature, but very important from a fundamental point of view. This is the focus

of this work, in the context of image classification.

To deal with different specific tasks, such as this, speech recognition, and natural

language processing, specialized versions of deep neural networks have been developed.

In the following, an overview of a few of these specialized types of networks is given.
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1.2.3 Convolutional Neural networks

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are a variant of feedforward neural networks

(FNN) first introduced by LeCun et al [19] in 1989, which are specially conceived for

doing tasks on images, such as image classification.

Feedforward networks are capable of doing image classification but are less effective

than CNNs. This is due to two main reasons [20]. Firstly, image inputs are formed by

pixel grids, w pixels wide and h pixels high. The total number of these can be quite high

even for very simple images. Since the input of a FNN needs to have as many neurons

as the number of features, w × h, this means that just in the connections between input

and a first hidden layer of the same size, we would get (w × h)2 weights. The higher the

number of weights to be tuned, the higher the computation cost of training the network,

since more values need to be tuned. As an example, for a 30×30 pixels image, this yields

837000, including the biases. For many applications, images with much higher resolution

are needed and since FNN can have many layers, which are fully connected, the number

of weights to be determined increases dramatically [20]. Convolutional neural networks

have layers that are not fully connected, do parameter sharing in the convolution layers

and have sparse connectivity, thereby decreasing the computational cost involved.

…
.

…
.
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….

….

…
.

…
.input

convolution pooling convolution pooling

features
vector

Feature extraction Classifier

ReLU ReLU

Figure 1.5: Convolutional network scheme. The set of convolution and pooling layers
extracts features from the input image (here a 2D array since there is only one color
channel) and the dense neural network at the end takes a feature input vector and does
the image classification task.

However, the most significant difference between FNNs and CNNs is perhaps in the

fact that they are specially adapted for grid-like input such as vectors or arrays, where

the relative position of the array elements is important [20]. When FNNs take the pixel

grid and transform it into a vector, information about the proximity of some pixels to

others is lost. This makes them less efficient at detecting spatial features than CNNs.

CNNs are also structured in a different way than FNNs. In FNNs, the dense part

of the network is responsible for both feature extraction and (as an example of a task)

the classification, while in CNNs the two are performed by distinct parts of the network.

While the classification part is done by a dense network, as in FNNs, the feature extraction

is now performed by the convolution part, which uses multiple convolution layers to

extract patterns in feature maps. In the following, we describe the structure and the

functioning of each of these components in more detail.
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The convolutional part of CNN is composed of two types of layers: convolution layers

and pooling layers.

In convolution layers, a smaller matrix called kernel (or filter) slides over the image,

and element-wise multiplication of the values in the kernel with the pixels values over

which it is superimposed (receptive field) is done, followed by a sum of the results (see

left panel of Figure (1.6)). In this way, it is performing discrete two-dimensional cross-

correlation between the image I and the kernel matrix K (despite the name convolution

being used interchangeably with cross-correlation in the field):

S(i, j) = (I ? K)(i, j) =
∑
m

∑
n

I(i +m,j +m)K(m,n) (1.16)

The values of these filters (kernel values) play the same role of the weights in FNNs

and, together with the biases, are tuned during the training process. In the same way

weights in FNNs measure the importance of the different inputs to a neuron, a change in

the kernel unit values represents a change in the importance of the pixels in its receptive

field. The result of these convolution operations is stored in the convoluted image matrix.

These matrices map patterns in the image to features, and are therefore also called feature

or activation maps. Parameter sharing results from the fact that the same kernel is used

for the whole image for building a feature map.

A convolution layer performs convolutions with multiple kernels, whose feature maps

are then stacked together. The convolution layer dimensions are then given by w × h× d,

where d is the depth, given by the number of filters. Increasing the number of filters

increases the capability of the layer to detect more patterns, but also the computational

cost, as the total number of hidden units increases. These filters are normally square, and

their size and the number of pixels by which they are moved in each step of the convolu-

tion operation are additional hyperparameters that can be tuned. Increasing the kernel

size also leads to an increasing number of operations, as the number of hidden units to be

tuned in the kernel also rises, but decreases the ability to discern finer details. The stride

parameter roughly determines the spatial dimensions of the convoluted image, in an in-

versely proportional manner, and thereby affects the degree of detail in the convolution

process as well.

If a square kernel of size k × k is used for convolution when the filter is at the edge, it

cannot be centred on the border pixels, which would make the convoluted image smaller

than the original, with size 4× [(k −1)/2]2. To prevent this decrease, a zero-padding can

be done, i.e., adding pixels with zeros around the border so that the filter centre can be

placed at the border pixels of the original window (see Figure (1.6)).

As in FNNs, the typical activation function used in convolutional layers is the ReLU

or variants of this (e.g. Leaky ReLU).

One interesting property of convolution for image processing is that it is a linear

operation that leads to equivariance. Translations in the original image will lead to

corresponding translations in the convoluted image.
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Figure 1.6: Convolutional operation (left panel) and effect of zero-padding (right panel)
in maintaining the same size of the pixel array as the original image.

The other type of layers present in the convolutional part of the network are pooling

layers. These are placed after the convolution layers and downsample the image from

the previous layer, therefore not requiring an activation function. The downsampling

is done by sliding a window through the feature map (convoluted image) and replacing

the pixels in its receptive field by a single value given by either the average (average

pooling) or maximum value (max pooling) of the latter (Figure (1.7)). If pooling is done

by taking the maximum pixel value, invariance to small translations is obtained, which

can be useful for image tasks. The output is smaller in the spatial dimensions, but the

depth is preserved. By reducing the convoluted image size, they decrease the hidden

units in the next layers, making the network faster. With the application of successive
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Figure 1.7: Max pooling operation with stride=1. The convoluted array values over
regions (2x2 in this case) are aggregated. Here aggregation is done with the maximum
function

layers of convolution and pooling, the network transforms the feature maps, increasing

its depth during convolution and decreasing its spacial size during pooling. Finally, the

feature map outcome of the feature extraction part is passed to the dense network (fully

connected layers) that will take the learned features and classify them. Since the dense

layers part needs the input to be a vector, the outcome of the final layer of the convolution

part, which is an array, needs to be flattened, i.e., transformed into a vector.

The dense neural network responsible for the classification part works as any FNN

for classification purposes. The input is the vector described above and is read by the
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first hidden layer, which must have as many neurons as elements in the former. This

layer can be followed by several other fully connected layers up to the output layer, which

will have as many neurons as the possible image classes being considered and where a

softmax activation function is typically used.

So far we assumed that in the dense part of the network all the layers are fully con-

nected. However, it is common to use some dropout layers between fully connected layers.

These layers are not fully connected. A percentage of their neurons is chosen randomly

and turned off. This procedure is repeated for each epoch. The selected neurons are

dropped out in the sense they no longer are connected to the next layer neurons and

thus do not participate in the training. The purpose of this operation is to increase the

robustness of the network and decrease overfitting. During the training process, because

of the different weights connecting neurons from one layer to another, some neurons

might end up having much stronger or much weaker activations than others. This will

cause the weights from adjacent neurons to lose or increase their influence on the local

induced field for the next neurons and hence may be less tuned in the future. The dropout

procedure prevents this, leading to a more robust network.

Dropout layers effectively average the behaviour of several networks (distinct in the

neurons that are turned off). This fact can hinder the interpretation of networks that

employ it, as they change their structure in a random way during training.

1.2.4 Autoencoders and Generative Adversarial Networks

Autoencoders are a type of generative neural network whose goal is to reproduce the

input data in the output layer as closely as possible. They are composed of two parts:

the encoder and the decoder, as can be seen in Figure 1.8. The encoder takes the input

vector data x of size n and transforms it onto a representation with k components f (x)

(latent representation). The decoder then tries to take this representation and transform

it back to the initial input vector, through a mapping g(f (x)) ∼ x. The training of the

network is done in the same manner as in MLPs, and the loss function of autoencoders is

a function of the error in reproducing the input example, ‖x − g(f (x))‖, such as the mean

square error. The learning is unsupervised as no label information is required.

If the number of components in the latent representation is smaller than the size of

the initial vector, k < n, the autoencoder is said to be undercomplete. Such autoencoders

can transform the input data onto a representation which contains its most important

features in the latent space. It is said, in this case, that one is trying to pass the data

through an information bottleneck. If, after training the autoencoder network, we separate

the encoder part of the network, we can then use it to perform compression. On the other

hand, the decoder can be used to generate new examples similar to those in the training

data.

It is interesting to note that an undercomplete autoencoder with linear activation

functions in the decoder does the equivalent of a principal component analysis (PCA)
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Figure 1.8: Example of autoencoder architecture. The information is passed from the
input space to a latent space and then back to the input space. The central layer, of
smaller width than the others, constitutes the information bottleneck.

dimensionality reduction in the encoder [21]. However, the use of nonlinear activation

functions can generate powerful data representations. If the autoencoder is overcomplete,

it is still possible to obtain a latent representation with a dimension smaller than that

of the input data if sparsity (reducing the number of activations) or other regularization

strategies are employed [21].

Variational autoencoders are a special class of autoencoders where the network tries

to model the latent space as a specific probability distribution, usually, a mixture of Gaus-

sian distributions, whose mean and standard deviation are learned.

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [22] are another class of generative models,

which can be used to generate samples for multiple tasks such as the generation of hy-

peresolution images (e.g. [23]), image to image translation (for e.g. converting satellite

images to maps [24]), among others. Generative adversarial networks have some simi-

larities to the decoder in variational autoencoders since they both try to generate new

examples from a model probability distribution pmodel which should be as close as pos-

sible as the real data distribution pdata. However, while variational autoencoders use an

explicit pmodel resulting from the training, in generative adversarial networks, a different

approach is taken. Their training is also different.

1 9 5

Discriminator

Generator

classification
error

x

x*

train

train

z

Figure 1.9: Generative adversarial network scheme. Adapted from [25].

A scheme depicting GANs is shown in Figure (1.9), where it is illustrated that these
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models are composed of two components, a generator and a discriminator. The generator

tries to generate an example x∗ starting from noise, as similar to the examples in the

training data x as possible, and the discriminator acts as a binary classifier trying to

distinguish if x∗ and x are the real or fake sample. Training resembles a game where the

discriminator and the generator try to beat their opponent: the discriminator by correctly

classifying the fake and true samples, and the generator by producing better fake samples

to fool the classifier [25]. There are now two loss functions, dependent on the parameters

of both networks: JD(x,θ(D),θ(G)) and JG(x,θ(D),θ(G)).

Training of this model amounts to trying to find an equilibrium where both the gener-

ator and the discriminator can no longer do better. Training of the networks is done simul-

taneously by cross-entropy minimization using gradient descent and back-propagation,

as with other neural networks. It involves two steps. In the first discriminator is trained

with the true and fake samples, keeping the generator network parameters frozen, and

in the second step, the roles are reversed. The training continues until the networks are

close to an equilibrium.

It is interesting to note that VAE and GANs can also be used in interpretability tech-

niques. In [26], Usunova et al. assessed how different changes seen in MRIs could impact

their classifier model by using meaningful perturbation technique. Removing different

regions of the MRI image and replacing them with healthy tissue realistic-looking image

regions generated by VAEs, allowed them to investigate how the regions with patholo-

gies contributed to the classifier decision. On another example [27], Nguyen et al. used

networks incorporating some of the principles from VAEs and GANs to generate realistic-

looking images that maximally activate the network neurons. Applying this method (a

variation of activation maximization [28, 29, 30]), one can better understand what types

of objects / regions most influence the CNN classification.

1.3 Contribution to the topic

Despite the great achievements of neural networks in areas such as image and voice

recognition, autonomous driving and even in the analysis of medical imaging for diag-

nostics, the progress in their interpretability has not been as fast. Though there has been

a growing effort in understanding how they work, in many ways neural networks still

remain black boxes, which can lead to problems, especially in applications with possible

life-threatening consequences [9].

Many methods have been proposed in the interpretability of deep neural networks

to address this issue, yet most of the current literature focuses on methods that provide

explanations for an example or group of examples, or methods to interpret a trained

network (hypothesis) behaviour and not that of the model (class of hypotheses). However,

it is known that trained networks with the same architecture, task and dataset can give

quite different solutions for different initial conditions (e.g. different weight initialization

or the random selection of different batches). The application of different regularization
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methods (e.g. dropout, different penalties in the loss function), can also lead to different

hypotheses. In addition, one can also have different families of hypotheses when, for the

same dataset and task, two architectures are used that are equal in all but a single change,

for e.g. the number of filters in a given layer. These sources of variability are not taken

into consideration by the vast majority of current interpretability methods.

This work aims to study and develop methods to quantify the variability in the out-

put of interpretability methods that can inform us whether they are robust in capturing

attributes that are meaningful for the model and not just artifacts associated with a par-

ticular network.

Our approach is organized into two steps. In the first part, we start by training sev-

eral networks for the same model or family of hypotheses to obtain a pool of hypotheses.

In the second step, we apply two well-known interpretability methods which produce

readily understandable and visually intuitive explanations to this pool: saliency maps

and sensitivity to occlusion maps. We study the variability of their explanations, which

in these two cases are in the form of heatmaps, from two perspectives, the variability

between explanations of different examples obtained for the same network; and the vari-

ability between explanations for the same example obtained with the different network

instances. For this study, we implement several tools. Firstly, we have implemented tools

to train multiple network instances in a way that different architectures and datasets are

easily exchanged so that multiple instances for different models can be easily trained.

Secondly, scripts were implemented that extract the output of the two interpretability

methods and determine quantitatively the dissimilarity (based on a distance metric) be-

tween all the explanations, in the two perspectives described above. Additional tools

were implemented to take the distances between the explanations and determine if differ-

ent networks behave similarly in terms of the interpretability attributes they capture for

groups of examples; and if the explanations of different examples for each network are

consistent from network to network.

With the tools described above, we were able to identify that, for certain models, the

variability between networks for the same example can be greater that the variability

between different examples for the same network. This constitutes a problem in the

consistency of the diagnostic, since one would expect the opposite if the diagnostic was

capturing relevant information regarding the attributes that are important for predictions

of the network. In this way, we have developed a method to probe the consistency of the

explanations of an interpretability diagnostic for different instances of the same model.
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2
State-of-the-art

In this chapter we review the state-of-the-art techniques for interpretability, explainability

and visualization of convolutional neural networks, in the context of this dissertation. The

techniques presented here are not an exhaustive listing of the interpretability methods in

the literature but a selection of some that were either considered important in the field

and/or particularly suitable for the goal of the project.

The methods were grouped into those which will require some adaptation/generaliza-

tion for the purpose of this work, which are described in section 2.1; and those that can

be directly applicable to the comparison of interpretability among hypotheses of a given

CNN model, described in section 2.2.

2.1 Techniques that require adaptation for comparison of

neural network model instances

Local interpretable model-agnostic explanations (LIME)

The local interpretable model-agnostic explanations (LIME) [31] is a method to produce

explanations for predictions of classifier and regression models. It works by locally ap-

proximating them to a simpler surrogate model (e.g. a linear model), more easily inter-

pretable and locally faithful to the original model under study.

For the surrogate model to be interpretable, its features are chosen such that they

are inherently understandable by humans. In the case of images, for example, these

interpretable features can be super-pixels [32], which are patches of contiguous pixels

that can be obtained with suitable image segmentation algorithms (e.g. [32]). In datasets

with text, the interpretable features could be words or expressions.

The surrogate model then acts in an interpretable representation space instead of
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the original feature space. This interpretable space is chosen to be the set of binary

vectors which encode the presence or absence of interpretable elements (image patches

in this case): x′ ∈ {0,1}d′ , where d′ is the dimensionality of the space of interpretable

representations.

Given the original model f : Rd → R, LIME seeks to find the surrogate model g :

{0,1}d′ →R from a set of interpretable models G given by:

ξ(x) = argmin
g∈G

L(f ,g,πx) +Ω(g) (2.1)

where L(f ,g,πx) is a loss that describes the lack of faithfulness; Ω(g) represents the com-

plexity of g, which affects negatively its interpretability and can be limited by applying

LASSO regularization [33] to select a certain number of features; and πx is a locality func-

tion, which penalizes perturbed examples z according to their distance to the example

being explained.

The faithfulness to the original model for the above examples can be described by a

least squares loss function:

ξ(x) = argmin
g∈G

∑
z,z′∈Z

πx(z)(f (z)− g(z′))2 (2.2)

where the locality function limits the neighbourhood around the original prediction

features where g is valid. To obtain a perturbed point z′ close to the original example

features x′, a random number of features with positive values is removed, the choice of

which is also uniformly random. Its locality weight is then obtained by transforming the

features back to the initial space and using an exponential kernel of the L2 distance in

the case of images or the cosine distance in the case of vectors of words.

Equation 2.1 describes in general the core idea of LIME. In [31], Ribeiro et al. set G to

be the class of linear sparse models, whose instances can be expressed as g(z′) = ωg · z′.
In the application examples presented by the authors [31], both for text and images

datasets, it was found that the obtained linear model features and weights provided a

humanly understandable explanation for the model prediction.

The authors [31] propose to give a more global perspective of the behaviour of the

original model by selecting examples which offer a good coverage of the domain. The

selection method, submodular picking, is based on a measure of importance of a given

feature in the interpretable domain. However, the interpretable domain for images is not

the same for each example, as the super-pixels will be different for distinct images, which

renders the method inapplicable in this case. It should also be pointed out that whether

the super-pixel patches that come out as the explanation for the model prediction are

representative of the classes, or not, is a qualitative human judgement, not a quantitative

metric.

For datasets like MNIST [34] and a synthetic dataset of geometrical figures in greyscale,

the image patch could end up containing all the pixels in a digit/figure. However, for

the latter one could instead define features such as “has 3 vertices”. For this and other
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more complex image datasets, one could then analyse the distribution of the surrogate

model parameters for different model hypotheses. Another issue is that this is a method

applicable to individual examples. To study its variability one would need to choose

super-pixels that are the same for different images, such as square regions of pixels [35]

and measure the variability in the weights of the linear surrogate model ωg .

Testing with vector activating concepts (TVAC)

Testing with vector activating concepts (TVAC) [36] is a technique which aims to provide

interpretability to networks by measuring the sensitivity of the model layers to a vector

that points towards a humanly interpretable concept. Like LIME, this method aims

to provide a bridge between the latent representation space and the space of humanly

understandable concepts. However there are differences in the way this is achieved.

In this work, a humanly interpretable concept is defined by two sets of examples

(which may be exterior to the training dataset), positive PC and negative N , which are/are

not representative of the concept. Like LIME, TVAC also involves the training linear

classifiers, but here with the goal of identifying the direction normal to the boundary

between the region where examples representative of the concept are, and the region

of random examples that do not represent this concept. For a given layer, represented

as a vector to vector function fl : Rn → R
m, where n is the number of inputs and m the

number of outputs, these regions can be defined as {fl(x) : x ∈ PC} and {fl(x) : x ∈N }. The

unit vector normal to the hyperplane that separates these two sets is then the concept

activation vector vlC ∈ R
m. In this way, even though the vector lives in the space of the

activations, it is interpretable by what it represents by construction: positive or negative

association with concept C.

The sensitivity of the example x from class K to a concept C at layer l can be deter-

mined by taking the directional derivative of the layer activations in the direction of the

previously obtained concept activation vector:

SC,K,l(x) = ∇hl,k (fl(x)) · vlC (2.3)

where hl,k is the function that represents the remaining part of the network, upwards

from layer l, and whose output is the log odds of x.

With the sensitivity measure defined for a data point, the importance of the concept

activation vector (CAV) to a whole class K can be obtained with TVACC,K,l , which is

simply the fraction of elements of K which have a positive sensitivity to the CAV.

The authors [36] show that their results are able to detect bias in datasets (e.g. as-

sociation of ping-pong balls with a particular race), consistent with previous work [37].

Kim et al [36] also showed examples where concepts for which a model shows high sensi-

tivity are present on images obtained with the deep dream model [38], which generates

images through activation maximization. Finally, TVAC can also be used to sort images

based on cosine similarity with the CAVs, giving an ordering to their importance to the

classification outcome [36].
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One advantage of this method is that it is global in the sense that a whole class can

be analysed, though this could be somewhat time consuming for big datasets. It also has

the advantage of allowing the user to represent the concept to be studied by examples

outside the training set. In this way, when comparing different trained hypotheses, one

can avoid using examples which may have been previously seen by one network and not

by the others.

One caveat with the TVAC approach is that any random sets of examples can generate

a CAV vector. To ensure that the CAVs obtained are meaningful the authors then need to

do a series of training runs and perform statistical significance tests. This is an extra step

which involves additional computational time.

To analyse the variability of the method for different model instances, one can measure

how either the TVAC or the actual CAV vector change between them for the same concept

and between different concepts for the same network.

Linear probes

Alain and Bengio [39] explored how the discriminative power of a neural network evolves

before and during training using a technique based on inserting probes along its layers.

The probes were inserted at each different layer along the network and consisted in linear

classifiers with a softmax activation function, and the different target classes were one-hot

encoded. They were each trained with cross entropy minimization. The gradient of the

backpropagation of the error was prevented from entering the probes, so that they did

not interfere with the network training.

Several scenarios illustrating the potential of using probes to analyse the changes

in discriminative power of neural networks were used. In one of the studied cases the

authors [39] used the MNIST convolutional model available in Tensorflow [40] and added

probes before and after each convolution, pooling and fully connected layers. For each

epoch, they recorded the test error for all the probes. Interestingly, they observed that

with the randomly initialized filters and before training even begun, the test error in the

linear classifier probes decreased after the initial convolutional layer (32 filters, ReLU,

maxpooling), increasing afterwards. This suggests the randomly initialized first layer

already produced a transformation into a representation easier for classification. After 10

epochs of training, the error decreased at all but one probes, with only a minor increase

in this one. The authors also showed how probes could be used to diagnose the distinct

evolution in the discriminative power of network layers, to identify training issues and

testing corrections.

It could be interesting to use linear probes to assess the evolution of the discriminative

power of the layers of different instances of a neural network model. From the distribu-

tion of the training error at each probe for a set of model hypotheses, one could analyse

whether there are significant changes among them and thus check if these different in-

stances of the model developed more efficient filters or fully connected layers. This would
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provide a measure of variability between instances for a given sample of examples. To

analyse the variability for the same network instance but different examples, one could

do train the probes inserted on a given network for different samples of the test dataset

and measure how the training error at each probe changes.

Deep inside convolutional networks

Saliency map techniques are aimed at understanding the influence of different parts of

the input on the classification. One of the techniques used to achieve this is to generate an

image which maximizes the score for a given class C, and thus, should be reminiscent of

the object or concept represented by that class [28]. More formally, one aims to produce

the image I ∗ that satisfies [28, 29]:

argmax
I

SC(I)−λ‖I‖22 (2.4)

where SC(I) is the class C score function and the last term is an L2 regularization term

controlled by the parameter λ. In general, the output of the softmax layer in CNNs repre-

sents the probability PC that the image belongs to class C. This probability is related to the

score as PC = expSC(I)/
∑
j expSj(I), where the index j runs over the possible classes. This

technique was first proposed by Erhan et al [28] but first applied to CNNs by Simonyan

[29].

A seed image Is (the zero image if zero-centering is used) is provided to the trained

network, and its score SC(Is) is used as an initial condition. Image I ∗ is then obtained by

backpropagation of the score function for class C, SC(Is), doing the derivatives relative to

the image and not to the weights of the network, which are kept fixed. The image mean

of the training set is then added to the result. While the contours and some marks in

the synthesized image do resemble their label meaning, the information extracted is of a

qualitative nature.

Simonyan [29] propose an additional method to indicate which pixels in an image I0
are most relevant for its class score SC(I0). To estimate their relevance, a linear approxi-

mation to the class score at the image I0 point is done: SC ≈ωT I + b, where I is the vector

resulting from the flattening of the image array and ω is given by: ω = (∂SC/∂I)|I0 . The

importance of the pixels to the score of the image for a given class C is then estimated by

the weights ω in the linear model (the derivative of the score function with respect to the

image pixels).

To obtain a class saliency map, which represents the pixel support for the score SC ,

all that remains is to map the weights into the saliency map matrix M ∈Rm×n, obtained

by mapping the flattened pixels indexes back to a pair index corresponding to the co-

ordinates in the image array. Designating this mapping function by h(i, j), the saliency

map matrix is then Mij = |ωh(i,j)|. For colored images, for a given pixel, the maximum

weight across color channels is used: Mij = maxc |ωh(i,j,c)|, where c is the index of the color

channels.
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The class saliency map is a type of explanation for a given image, an example from

the dataset. To analyse variability a dissimilarity metric such as a distance between the

maps reshaped as vectors can be used. These distances will be determined for different

image examples using the same network and for different networks for the same example.

The analysis of variability based on these distances will be detailed in chapter 3.

DeepLIFT

DeepLIFT [41] is a backpropagation method designed to overcome some of the issues

present in some of the backpropagation methods based on gradients. Many methods of

attributing relevance to pixels are based on determining the gradient of the score with

respect to input pixels, in a backward pass. With DeepLIFT, the main idea is to measure

the contribution of an input or a neuron activation relative to its reference value, to the

difference of the target output relative to its own reference value [41]. The reference

values are picked according to domain-specific knowledge, and need only to be set to the

input values, as the reference for all the neurons above the input layer can be determined

through propagating the activations. As with other backpropagation methods, it requires

a single backpropagation pass to obtain the results.

The main advantages of DeepLIFT [41] is that the calculation of importance values

relative to reference values allows it to overcome several counter-intuitive or misleading

results from other methods in particular situations.

In essence, the method considers that the importance of the target value relative

to its reference value is a sum of the contributions from all the inputs that contribute

to it:
∑n
i=1C∆xi∆t

= ∆t, which is designated the summation-to-delta rule. It assigns a

contribution from each of the inputs to the difference of t from its reference value (∆t). To

continue to split the importance of each neuron to ∆t in the backward pass, multipliers

are used. The multiplier m∆x∆t is defined as: m∆x∆t = C∆x∆t
∆x .

To determine the multipliers for any hidden layer in the network, the chain rule of

multipliers is used. Assuming an input layer with neurons x1,x2, ...,xn, a hidden layer

with neurons y1, y2, ..., yn and the output neuron t, the chain rule for multipliers states that:

m∆xi∆t =
∑
jm∆xi∆yim∆yi∆t . This is similar to what is done in the training of a network

during backpropagation of errors, where the chain rule of derivatives also allows us to

propagate and distribute a quantity along the neurons in the network, starting from the

output and moving towards the input. Here, we are distributing the importance of the

deviation of inputs from their reference value to the resulting deviation of the outputs

from their own reference values.

Compared to other backpropagation-based methods, DeepLIFT rules for distributing

importance in the backward-pass solve several issues that methods based on gradients,

gradients x input and layerwise backpropagation do not.

One such problems is that of saturation of the contribution of inputs to the output,

which occurs when changes in the inputs do not lead to a change in the output and the
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gradient becomes zero, even though the inputs are not. Because the gradient becomes

zero, all the above mentioned methods assign zero importance to the inputs, which is

counter-intuitive.

The second problem is thresholding, which can arise, for instance, when the output

is only bigger than zero after a given input threshold. In gradient methods and gradient

× ∆input methods, this leads to a discontinuity in the gradient, which in turn leads to

artifacts in the results.

These two issues are absent from two backpropagation methods: DeepLIFT and the

integrated gradients method. However, there is a third issue that integrated gradients

cannot address but DeepLIFT can. When two inputs are not zero but cancel each other

out in one of the neurons in the network (for e.g. in min/AND network), the impor-

tance/relevance will be assigned to only one of them, which is not very meaningful since

both contribute to the result, which represents a relation among them. Because DeepLIFT

can split the relative activation values along the network into positive and negative con-

tributions which are propagated separately, it can deal with this situation and will assign

equal importance contributions to both inputs.

Both DeepLIFT and the attribution methods described in the previous section produce

a heatmap per example. To analyse the variability of the diagnostic applied to a model,

one could take obtain the heatmaps for the same network instance for different image

examples and for different image examples using the same network and flatten them into

vectors. This would yield a set of vectors whose pairwise distances can be calculated.

With these distances one could, as described in chapter 3 obtain measures of variability

that allow us to understand the robustness of the diagnostic.

Network dissection

Network dissection is a framework developed by Bau et al [42] to quantify the inter-

pretability of convolution layers and individual units in them. It allows us to evaluate

whether different individual convolution filters are detectors for semantic visual concepts,

or, in the terminology of the authors, if they become aligned with the visual semantic ob-

jects [42]. If the semantics of the images passing through the network can be disentangled,

this approach allows their interpretation to be factorized [42].

To assess this alignment, a densely labelled dataset is required, such that each image

can have several segmented regions at the pixel level. The authors [42] created this

dataset, named Broden, by gathering multiple labeled segmented datasets: ADE [43],

OpenSurfaces [44], Pascal-Context [45], Pascal-Part [46] and Describable Textures Dataset

[47]. These datasets contain annotation of objects, object parts and materials at the pixel

level, and of textures and scenes for full images. Each pixel also has an additional color

annotation. Only images for which there is at least one labelled concept were used and

labels of semantically close concepts or synonyms were merged. In this manner, for each

image x, an annotation mask Lc(x) could be defined which indicates which pixels of that
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image are associated with each concept c.

The method is applicable to any convolution filter in the network and involves a

single forward pass in the network. Its core idea is to obtain binary activation masks

corresponding to the pixels with highest activations over the whole dataset and, assess

whether they align with the annotation mask for a given concept, using the intersection

over union score metric.

Starting from a trained network with k convolution layers, each image x in the dataset

makes a forward pass in the network during which the activations of each convolution

filter Ak(x) are recorded. For each pixel location a distribution of activations p(ak) over

the whole dataset is obtained, where ak is the activation for a specific pixel location. From

this distribution a quantile Tk is determined from a threshold τ , such that p(ak > Tk) = τ ,

which effectively determines the maximally activated pixels over the whole dataset for a

given filter k. In their work, Bau et al [42] set the threshold to τ = 0.004. This threshold

defines a binary segmentation maskMk(x) for each image x in the dataset and each filter k,

with the value one on the locations where p(ak > Tk) ≥ τ and zero elsewhere. Convolution

filters smaller than the original image were up-sampled through interpolation.

To be able to determine whether a given filter k aligns with a concept c, i.e., responds

to it with its maximal activations, the intersection over unit score metric is used:

IoUk,c =
∑
|Mx(x)∩Lc(x)|∑
|Mx(x)∪Lc(x)|

(2.5)

where the sum is over the images of the whole dataset that have at least one annotation

mask for the concept c and | · | is the cardinality of the set. This score represents the

accuracy of filter k in detecting the semantic concept c, and a threshold of IoUk,c > 0.04

was set for the filter to be considered a detector for it. Since each convolution filter k can

be aligned with several different concepts, the one with the highest score is attributed to

it.

The IoUk,c score can be used to establish a quantitative metric for the interpretabil-

ity of a layer which can be compared across networks: the number of unique concept

detectors existent in that layer. Bau and coworkers [42] studied the effects of different

initializations and regularization strategies on the number of unique detectors found in

the network. To test the effect of initialization, they used the AlexNet [6] as a baseline

network model and trained it with three new different initial random weights to obtain

different initial conditions. It was found that neither the number of unique concept detec-

tors nor the total number of concept detectors changed significantly. However, it would

be interesting to see if this conclusion holds for a much higher number of different initial

conditions (network model hypotheses).

One limitation of this work is that it is designed to consider only concept detectors

that are composed of a single convolution filter. It is known from previous works [48, 49]

that multiple filters can be involved in encoding a single concept, which is not considered

here. Fong et al. [50] addressed this issue and generalized the work of Bau and coworkers

[42], proposing a new framework to study interpretability: Net2Vec.
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Net2Vec

Net2Vec [50] is a framework based on the above described dissection technique but that

generalizes it, starting from a different perspective: that multiple concepts can be coded

in a single filter and multiple filters may be needed to encode a given concept.

To generalize the network dissection technique, a two-step method is followed. In

the first step, as in network dissection, the activations of a special probe dataset (Broden)

are saved during a forward pass on the pre-trained network. In the second step, not

only are these activations used to calculate the intersection over union score but their

weighted sum is also used to learn an embedding for semantic concepts in two tasks:

segmentation and classification of images. This weighting method provides not only

a way to compare the alignment of combinations of different numbers of filters with a

concept but also to obtain embeddings that can be used to perform analysis similarly to

what is done with word embeddings, including applying clustering and dimensionality

reduction techniques.

On the segmentation task, the method for calculating the intersection over union

score is the same as in Network dissection [42], except for a few differences, the biggest of

which is that the segmentation masks are now calculated using only the training images

of the probe dataset and the IoUset score is determined over the subset of validation from

the same probe dataset. To compare how the single filters fare in relation to combinations

of filters in encoding concepts, weights for linear combination of filters are learned for

each task: segmentation and classification. In the case of classification, a bias is also

learned. For both tasks, the weights are learned through stochastic gradient descent

using a per-pixel cross-entropy loss.

It is important to note that the process of learning the weights for a chosen layer

implies taking the pre-trained AlexNet network and ending it right after that layer with

a single fully connected layer and an output layer.

Using the learned weights of either tasks, it is possible to compare both the IoUset
score and the classification accuracy for different selections of filters: all of the filters in

one layer; a single filter, by putting all other weights to zero; or a subset of filters, by

relearning selected weights and with the remaining ones at zero.

By comparing the above two metrics for all the filters in each of the five convolution

layers of the AlexNet, it was found that, averaging over all the concepts for each category

of the Broden dataset, the linear combination of all filters always outperformed that of a

single filter [50]. In addition, when looking at concepts individually, for around 90% of

the concepts, the linear combination of filters resulted in better performance on the same

metrics [50]. These results show that networks rely on distributed encodings for most of

the concepts.

By measuring the number of times a filter was selected as the best filter for a concept

and plotting its distribution, the authors [50] also showed that, though the majority of

filters are not the top filter for any concept, many filters encode more than one concept.
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Another powerful application of this weight learning technique lies in the possi-

bility of, using either the weights (|wk |/‖w‖1) or the IoU score for a given concept c

(IoUset(c;Mk∗ ,val)/IoUset(c;M(·,w),val)) , to obtain an embedding of each concept in the

probe dataset, where each axis represents a filter. Using these encodings, it is possible,

as the authors [50] show, to apply dimensionality reduction techniques to plot all the

concepts and analyse semantic connections between them, such as proximity of similar

concepts for the segmentation task, and of concepts that are part of another one through

compositionality, in the classification task case.

Finally, learned embeddings for a set of concepts can be compared between different

networks. A cosine distance matrix is determined for each network according to d(W ) =

W ·W T , where W is the matrix whose C rows are the normalized concept embeddings for

each concept. Once d(W ) is determined for two different networks, the similarity between

their learned representations for the concepts in C can be determined as the Euclidean

distance between the two matrices. This was done in the paper and can be visualized

either in a matrix or projecting the different network embeddings in 2D with absolute

metric multidimensional scaling. The possibility to compare embeddings can thus be

used to compare multiple networks, and in this way, lends itself to direct application in

the analysis of multiple instances of the same neural network model, which is at the core

of the work of this dissertation.

However, one limitation of this diagnostic is the requirement of having annotation

masks for the different concepts whose encoding in filters one would like to study. For

many datasets this is not readily available and can be cumbersome to obtain.

Deconvolution

Zweiler and Fergus [51] proposed to use deconvolutional networks [52] as a tool to vi-

sualize the stimuli that most activated a feature map in the image pixel space for any

convolution layer in the network.

Contrary to other techniques, it does not involve backpropagation of gradients. In-

stead, a series of operations designed to undo the sequences of convolution, rectifying and

pooling operations is performed by attaching the deconvolutional network to a particular

convolution layer.

The network is trained normally and, when examining new images (e.g. from the val-

idation set), the only modification to the forward pass of the network is that the positions

of the maxima from max-pooling in the rectified feature map are stored for each image.

The deconvolution operation starts from the pooled rectified feature map of a convo-

lution layer. Since the pooling operation is not invertible, what is done to reverse it is

an upsampling. A new map is created with the dimensions of the feature maps before

the pooling operation. To fill it, each maximum associated with the pooling operation

is repeated in all the receptive field that originated it when the kernel was overlapped

with them. This can be done thanks to the fact that the positions of these maxima in the
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rectified feature map were recorded in the forward pass as described above.

After the unpooling, a normal rectification operation is applied. While it does not

invert the ReLU of the forward pass, it ensures the feature maps remain positive.

Finally, it remains to do an up-convolution of the activation map, which is achieved

doing a convolution of the rectified maps with the transpose of the initial convolution

matrix. If the convolution layer to be examined is not the first, the procedure of unpooling,

rectifying and upconvoluting is repeated until the image pixel space is reached.

This technique contributes to the interpretability of the network by showing in the

image pixel space, which is more understandable to us than that of the features, the

stimuli that most activate a given filter.

The authors [51] applied this deconvolution network probes to the different filters

in a network with the architecture of [6] with slight modifications and trained it on the

dataset ImageNet 2012 [53]. By depicting the nine strongest activations for each filter,

they were able to gain insight into the structures the network was responding to, at

each level of the feature extraction part of the network. Interestingly, while for the lower

layers it was observed that the activation maps showed great similarity among themselves,

higher layers appeared to highlight certain higher level features strongly and show higher

invariance.

The highest activations of a filter could be used to compare filters based on their

response, in a similar way to what is described in [54]. To compare filters from the layers

of different networks, one could identify the strongest activation pixels and the images

where they occur for one filter, and then pass them through the other. The same would be

done with the filters switched. If they both had high activation values for the same pixels

in the same images, this would suggest they are similar in the patterns they detect. From

the similarity of the normalized activations of both filters for the pixels and images that

maximally activate each one could derive a metric of the similarity of the filters, which

would then be used in the study of the variability of the layers of different instances of

the same model.

In their work, Zweiler and Fergus [51], also studied the sensitivity to occlusion of

networks regarding different regions of an image. This allowed them to check which

locations of the image were more important to the network prediction. The technique

consists in covering a square region of an image with a grey square and determining the

value of the probability of the class the network predicted with this occlusion. This is

repeated for different positions of the grey square, and the predicted class probability

values for the altered images are assigned to the location of the occluded region. Together,

these values form a heatmap of the changes in the probability that the network was giving

to the predicted class with the original image. This mapping gives insight into the regions

most relevant for a network prediction.

The variability of the sensitivity to occlusion maps is associated with a single network

instance and a specific example (image). However, its variability between examples for

the same network, and between networks for the same example can be studied using
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the distances between the occlusion maps in these two perspectives. This will be more

detailed in chapter 3.

2.2 Techniques with direct / almost direct application to

comparison of neural network model instances

Visualization of the hidden activity of neural networks

Rauber et al. [55] explore the use of different types of visualizations to better understand

the representations of data learned by intermediate layers, and the relationships among

different neurons in the context of a classification task.

Let us consider a neural network as a function f : Rm −→ (0,1)d with a binary vector

outcome that describes whether the input belongs to each of the d different classes and m

the dimensionality of the input. The activations of a layer ` for a given input can then be

represented as a vector, where each component corresponds to the output of a neuron of

that layer in response to the input: a(`)
x = {a(`)

1 (x), a(`)
2 (x), ..., a(`)

q (x)}, where q is the number

of neurons in this layer.

To visualize the representations learned by a given intermediate layer, the authors

[55] use a dimensionality reduction technique called t-SNE to project the corresponding

activation vectors (one per input datapoint) into two-dimensional space. This technique

attempts to preserve the high-dimensional structure of the data, namely neighbourhoods

and clusters. To assess the quality of the projections, the neighbourhood hit (NH) metric

was used, which is the fraction of the n neighbours of a point which belong to the same

class as it. Each datapoint was colored according to its predicted class.

This projection technique was applied by the authors [55] to both multilayer percep-

tron networks (MLPs) and convolutional neural networks (CNNs), using three different

datasets: the MNIST dataset of handwritten digits [34], the SVHN dataset of house num-

ber digits [56] and the CIFAR-10 dataset [57], which contains images belonging to ten

different classes.

It was found [55] that the more spatial spread out between each other were the classes

after training, the better the performance of the network. In addition, datasets which

already showed reasonably separated class clusters before training were easier to classify

[55].

Another important result from the analysis of projections was that semantic infor-

mation could be extracted from these visualizations [55]. As an example, in the SVHN

dataset projection of the last layer before the output, it was found that datapoints belong-

ing to each class were clustered, but also that these clusters appeared divided into two

smaller ones. Upon inspection it was found that one belonged to light-colored digits in a

dark background, and the other one to dark-colored digits in a light background.

Rauber et al. [55] also demonstrated how multiple projections could be combined in a

single graphic as trajectories to show either inter-epoch evolution (with training progress)
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or inter-layer evolution (resulting from the flow of the data through the network), with the

brightness of the color indicating the training iteration or layer number. In the first case,

it could be seen that the further along the training, the further away from the projection

center the different classes become, spreading out in different directions according to

their class. In the second, the clusters associated with the different predicted classes were

observed as the datapoints flowed through the layers.

The authors [55] also proposed a novel technique to visualize relationships among

neurons in the same layer. In this case, each vector in the high-dimensional activa-

tion space contained the activations of a single neuron over a subset of a dataset, i.e.,

a
(`)
j = {a(`)

j (x1), a(`)
j (x2), ..., a(`)

j (xs)} for neuron j and s datapoints in the subset. For this

projection, the absolute metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) [58] was used. This tech-

nique displays the points in two-dimensional space according to their similarity. In this

case, the similarity between two neurons i and j was measured as the distance di,j = 1−ρi,j ,
where ρi,j is the Pearson correlation coefficient. By using this measure, the goal is to iden-

tify neurons that participate together in the classification of a certain class, for example.

This could be assessed by using a gradient of color to depict how high the discriminative

power of a neuron for a certain class was compared to other classes (determined using

extremely randomized trees [59]). Analysing these projections before and after training

showed that the neurons that had the highest discriminating power for a particular class

were near each other after training, whereas before training they were spread out in the

projection [55]. Additional insight could also be gained in other types of visualization,

such as a neuron projection where these were colored according to the class for which

they had the most discriminative power (discriminative neuron map) or analysing neuron

maps in combination with activation projections.

These studies suggest a great potential in using visualization to extract semantic

knowledge. The projections of the activation vectors of a layer for a dataset sample

could be applied to different network instances to qualitatively assess how well are able

to discriminate between different classes. However, it is not clear how a quantitative

measure of dissimilarity between such maps could be obtained in order to measure their

variability.

Convergent Learning: Do different neural networks learn the same
representations?

Li et al [60] examined the similarity between learned representations from neural net-

works with the same architecture but different initial conditions for training using corre-

lation between units in a layer as a metric. The architecture used is based on the AlexNet

network [6] and trained on the Imagenet dataset [53]. In their work [60], they try to assess

whether a correspondence between units in the different networks can be established;

and, if so, whether it corresponds to learning the same features.

In the analysis of Li et al [60], they consider a vector Xnl,i with all the activations of
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neuron i from network n in layer l (or in the case of convolution layers the activations for

one of the filter positions) to represent a unit in a layer. They then study how close are

the representations of a layer in two networks with the same architecture but different

initial weights (networks n1 and n2) by constructing the between-net correlation matrix

using the vectors Xn1
l,i and Xn2

l,j from all the units in that layer. The between-net correlation

matrix determined for networks 1 and 2 maps the correlation between the activation of

unit in i (row i) from the first network to the unit j (column j) in the second one, regardless

of their magnitude.

To try to understand whether the layer in the two networks learns the same repre-

sentation the authors [60] look for permutations of units that maximize the between net

correlation. Two types of alignments by permutation are studied. In the first, the per-

mutation is done by simply looking in each row for the column which has the maximum

correlation value. This corresponds to bipartite semi-matching. In the second type, which

corresponds to bipartite matching, each unit in both networks can only be associated with

one unit from the other at the most. The authors [60] then look for the permutation that

maximizes the sum of the correlations values.

From the comparison of both types of matching for the same units, the authors [60]

find that there are some units for which a one-to-one matching is possible between both

networks, but not all. When the correlations of both types of matching are different, the

one associated with bipartite matching is much lower, which the authors [60] speculate

may be a result of a concept being represented by different number of units in the two

layers, such that the extra units in one end up associated with units in the other to which

they are not very correlated to.

In addition to one-to-one alignments, the authors [60] also tried to find many-to-many

mappings, using spectral clustering. Results indicate that these exist as well, and that the

clusters in each of the networks that represent the same concept do not necessarily have

to have the same number of units [60].

Singular vector canonical correlation analysis (SVCCA)

Singular vector canonical correlation analysis (SVCCA) is a method proposed by Raghu

et al. [61] to compare representations learned by two sets of neurons. These can be from

different layers in the same network or from layers of networks with different architec-

tures.

This technique looks at the neurons of a neural network as vectors where each element

is the output of the neuron in response to an image from the input dataset. In this perspec-

tive, the activation vector of each neuron holds all its output from processing a dataset,

and the layers formed by a set of neurons correspond to the subspace spanned by the

activation vectors of its neurons. These activation vectors then contain a representation

of the dataset by the corresponding neurons.
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SVCCA involves two steps: singular value decomposition followed by canonical cor-

relation analysis, and is applied to two sets of neuron activation vectors. The role of

the singular value decomposition is to find the most important directions in terms of

maintaining the maximum variability of the data. It takes the k singular value vectors

which retain the most variability and projects the original two sets of vectors onto these

directions. Subsequently, canonical correlation analysis is applied on the two new sets

of vectors to linear transform them into orthogonal pairs of vectors that are maximally

correlated.

One of the possibilities opened up by this technique is to study the intrinsic dimension

of a network layer. To do so, the authors [61] took two instances of a convolution network

with different initializations trained on the CIFAR-10 dataset. In one of them, the layers

under study (one pooling layer and two fully connected layers) were limited to the top k

SVCCA neuron activation vectors, whereas in the other network the k neurons either with

the highest activations or picked randomly were kept. Comparing the accuracy of these

networks varying the number of directions chosen, revealed that this number is much

smaller than the number of neurons on the original network. This suggests the intrinsic

dimension of the layer is smaller than its number of neurons. On the other hand, when

the k SVCCA vectors were projected back onto m of the original neuron directions, it

was found that, to achieve the same accuracy as using the SVCCA directions, the number

of original directions (m) needed to obtain the same accuracy was quite higher than k,

suggesting that the SVCCA directions are distributed among more than one neuron.

The authors also propose a new metric to compare the alignment of two layers. From

the application of SVCCA to two sets of neurons, one for each layer, one can obtain, in

addition to the aligned directions, the correlation value corresponding to each of the

two layers ρi , where the index i identifies the layer. The proposed metric to measure

the overall alignment of the representations from the two layers is designated by SVCCA

similarity ρ̄ and is given by ρ̄ = [1/min(m1,m2)]
∑
i ρi , where m1,m2 are the sizes of the

two layers.

Raghu et al. [61] used SVCCA similarity to compare all the layers of each of the net-

works (convnet and Resnet) at different instants during training with the same layers (of

the same network) at the end of training. In both networks it was observed that learning

occurs generally bottom-up, with the bottom layers reaching their final similarity values

earlier than top layers. This observation suggested that freeze training could be used to

save computing time during training.

Importantly, the SVCCA provides a metric to compare the alignment of the different

sets of layers, either with layers from the same network of from a different one.
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Insights on representational similarities in neural networks with canonical
correlation

Morcos et al. [62] build upon the singular vector canonical correlation analysis (SVCCA)

method developed by Raghu et al. [61] and propose a new method, projection weighted

canonical correlation analysis (PWCCA), which replaces the singular value decomposition

step by a different technique, that decreases the signal to noise ratio in the canonical

correlation analysis (CCA) representations.

Canonical correlation analysis was applied to layers of a convolutional neural network

in the same manner as [61], to compare the representation of a layer at each iteration to

its representation at the final time-step (with tf inal > tconvergence). From the observation

of the correlation coefficients obtained, it was found that, even though many were close

to their final value at convergence time, some continued to change. In addition, the

representations of two sets with the 100 most stable and least stable CCA directions

at an early time were compared through CCA with their representations at tf inal/2, by

measuring the CCA distance between them: dSVCCA(L1,L2) = 1 − ρ̄ (as defined above).

This revealed that the set of stable directions remained so after convergence, while the

unstable set diverged. These two results suggested the unstable directions could be

mostly noise, and unimportant for the network performance. This motivated the proposal

of a new metric for comparing layer representations: dPWCCA(L1,L2) = 1 −
∑c
i=1αiρ

(i),

a pseudo-distance between layers that weights the correlation coefficients ρ(i) by the

projection of the CCA vectors from layer i, hi , onto the original directions of that layer zi
yielding αi = (hi · zi/

∑c
j=1hj · zj ).

This metric was shown to be more robust to noise than dSVCCA in experiments be-

tween neural network representations subject to the same signal and a noise whose am-

plitude was controlled.

Since SVCCA and PWCCA look for affine transformations that maximally align direc-

tions, these techniques are more powerful than the approach of Li et al, which only looks

for permutations between layer units. For instance, SVCCA and PWCCA, can look for

correlations between layer subspaces spanned by sets of basis vectors rotated in relation

to one another. Both SVCCA and PWCCA also provide pseudo-distance metrics which

could be used to apply absolute metric multidimensional scaling to visualize the simi-

larity among different hypotheses of the same network model. These pseudo-distance

metrics provide a quantitative way of comparing layers between different hypothesis

(network instances), which could be used to study their variability.
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3
Variability of interpretability

explanations in model instances

3.1 Introduction

There are several interpretability diagnostics for convolutional neural networks which

are local, i.e., they provide an explanation for an example. Saliency maps and occlusion

maps are two well known local interpretability diagnostics, among others. Both try to

provide a measure in pixel space of the importance of features to the network prediction,

though through different routes. For these diagnostics, as well as others, it is important

to understand whether they provide some information about the model (architecture +

classification task) or there is too much variability in the explanations from instance to

instance. If one trains under equivalent conditions, except for the random initialization,

hundreds of instances of the same model and dataset and ask for explanations of a set of

examples, will they vary significantly? Is this variability sensitive to the type of problem,

the depth of the networks or other parameters? How is this variability expressed across

different examples and network instances?

To understand this, one must first devise a method to measure it, to take the explana-

tions for different examples and different networks and try to extract information about

their variation at a model level.

In section 3.2, we detail our approach to the problem of assessing variability among

different instances of a model for the same example (image) and between different exam-

ples for the same network instance. The tools developed and the methods used in the

following sections are detailed. In section 3.3 we describe the models and datasets used

in our study. This is followed by section 3.4 where it is shown how the variability analysis

methods developed can identify problems in the consistency of an interpretability diag-

nostic. A more detailed exploration of the characteristics of this variability is described
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in section 3.5 for each of the diagnostics using the Cartoon dataset with a number of dif-

ferent models. Finally, preliminary results on the variability analysis of a VGG11 model

[63] with a subset of the CIFAR10 dataset [57] are presented in section 3.6.

3.2 Methods and tools

Many interpretability diagnostics produce an explanation for a given example or groups

of examples, i.e., they are local, so different examples can have different explanations

within the same network. They will also vary from network to network for the same

example. Even if the classification task and the architecture of the CNN are the same,

i.e. the model is the same, the random initialization will generate differences from one

network (model instance) to another, which will in turn lead to different explanations for

the same example.

The problem then arises of how much can an explanation produced for a specific ex-

ample and specific instance tell us about the behaviour of the model (architecture + task).

In other words, if one runs N instances of the same model and apply an interpretability

diagnostic, one will obtain N explanations for a single example. Will these explanations

be close, or will their variability be such that the diagnostic does not reveal attributes that

are general to the model, or extracts attributes which are artifacts that are not meaningful

to the network predictions?

Intuitively, one would expect the variability between explanations of different ex-

amples for the same network to be bigger than the variability between explanations of

the same example, produced with different networks (model instances) with the same

accuracy. However, this is not always the case, as we will see in the next section. This

constitutes a problem in extracting meaningful information from an interpretability diag-

nostic that exhibits this behaviour. In the following, we describe a tool we implemented

and methods we developed to explore both the variability between explanations for dif-

ferent examples produced by the same network, which we will refer to as variability per
network; and the variability between explanations produced with different networks, for

the same example, which will be referred to as variability per example or variability per
image, since this work concerns CNNs trained to classify images.

These tool and methods are quite general in their applicability, as long as one can

identify a metric for the differences in the outcome of the interpretability diagnostic

outputs. In this work, we will describe them in connection to their application to the

saliency and occlusion sensitivity diagnostics. These diagnostics provide very intuitive vi-

sual explanations and are part of a larger group of diagnostics whose output is a heatmap

(e.g., DeepLIFT and other relevance attribution methods), making their usage particularly

useful in the demonstration of the developed methods.

In the case of saliency, the values in the heatmap pixels represent how much their

variation affects the probability of the predicted class, whereas the occlusion diagnostic
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shows how the probability of the predicted class of an image changes when different

regions are covered by a square of grey color.

The methodology used in this study of variability comprises three steps. First, mul-

tiple instances of the same model are generated and trained until they reach the same

approximate accuracy. This is followed by the application of the interpretability meth-

ods and the measurement of the variability of the explanations in the two perspectives

discussed above, per network and per image (see Figure 3.1 for examples of saliency and

sensitivity to occlusion maps). To quantify differences between two explanations, the

Euclidean distance between two heatmaps is used in the application cases described here.

Finally, in the last step, using all the pairwise distances obtained for all the heatmaps

produced using the sample of networks and the test dataset subsample, we analyse the

variability of these at different levels of granularity.

A set of scripts was written to generate and train the necessary model instances for

different architectures and datasets in an easy manner. A module is used as an input file

such that all the parameters that change from one experiment to another are concentrated

in a single place. The main module imports the source code of the input module whose

name was passed as an argument (using the package importlib) and reads its parameters.

It then checks for the completion status to understand if this is a restart run, obtains

the appropriate train and validation dataset generators and loops through the network

instance index, where a call to the training model function is done. Once the experiment

is complete, the status file and a file where the run time is saved are updated. In the

module models_and_training.py, all the functions required to create and train a network,

as well as those relative to early stopping and the recording of metrics are implemented.

The restart file contains the functions required to initiate and update both the status file

and the file where the run time is recorded. This main set of scripts is independent of

the dataset and model architecture used. The creation of the network instances and other

tasks that are specific to a dataset or model architecture are handled through calls to

general functions in the modules model_methods.py and data_methods.py that use some of

the parameters of the input file that are passed as arguments to choose the appropriate

specific functions for each dataset to call. The architecture of the network is in a separate

file whose source code is imported from the module model_methods.py. In this way, to

generate new networks for experiments all one needs to do is to create an architecture

module, which only contains a function to create the structure of the untrained network

and a fit function; and a dataset module, that contains the specific functions for the dataset

in question. The interface between these two specific files and the main code is done

through the general functions in the modules model_methods.py and data_methods.py. It

should be noted that the function that created the model in the model_methods.py module

imports the source code of the specific architecture module, so it does not need to be

changed when supplying different network architectures.

For the second step, scripts were created for calculating the per network and per image

variability, where only the heatmap generating function is different. The saliency map
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Figure 3.1: Examples of saliency and occlusion maps obtained for three of the one thou-
sand random faces taken from the Cartoon test subset using two of the 200 networks with
three convolution layers trained for classifying facial hair.
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calculation technique was based on [64]). The variability calculation scripts have two

versions, where the calculations performed are exactly the same but one is an optimized

version that requires more memory. In these optimized versions all the network instances

and heatmaps are created previous to the variability calculations which avoids some

repetition of calculations.

It is important to note that, both the training of the networks and the calculation of

the variabilities are quite computationally demanding. In particular, in the main part

of the work, 200 network instances were trained for each combination of one of three

convolutional neural network architectures and and four different tasks. This amounts

to 2400 networks created and trained. In addition for each of the twelve combinations of

architecture + classification task both the variability per network and the variability per

image were calculated for a subset of 1000 test images. Since these calculations consist in

extracting pairwise distances between heatmaps, they grow with the square of the number

of images. Furthermore, the calculation of an occlusion sensitivity map grows with the

square of the number of cells, when, as we did, a stride equal to the occlusion window

side size was used. This limits the resolution which we can use. Because of the amount

of computing hours required to complete the 24 variability calculations (variability per

network and per image for each of the 12 combinations of architecture + task), running

them in a laptop sequentially took too long. The final variability calculations, once the

diagnostics were finalized, were run in Amazon Web Service instances to take advantage

of launching them in parallel and took several hundreds of CPU hours.

In the following, we detail the methods used to obtain the pairwise heatmap distances,

and to use the distribution of these distances to extract information on the variability of

the networks.

Each heatmap matrix can be reshaped into a vector so one can compute distances

between pairs of saliency or occlusion maps by taking a distance such as the Euclidean

between the two vectors. This generates a great number of pairwise distances and we

propose two ways to approach the data: looking at it by comparing the distributions of

distances between all the images, for each network. We refer in the text to this approach

as an analysis inside a network or per network. We also analyse the distributions of the

distances between maps generated by different networks for each of sample images. We

refer in the text to this approach as an analysis between networks or per image.

Different analysis are then possible with these pairwise distance distributions.

At a more aggregate level and to begin the exploration of the variability in the outcome

of the diagnostic, one can take the average of pairwise distances per network in one case,

and per image on the other, where we exclude the pairs of equal networks/images. This

average of pairwise distances amounts to the calculation of the cohesion of clusters of

points, in the first case considering a cluster for each network and in the latter, a cluster

for each image.

The variability of the pairwise distances between networks for the same image (per

image) is calculated by averaging the euclidean distances between the saliency maps for
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the same image i obtained from the set J of different networks:

Ci =
1

|J | (|J | − 1)

∑
j∈J

∑
k,j,k∈J

d(mij ,m
i
k) (3.1)

where j and k are indexes that run from 0 to |J | − 1, mij and mik are one-dimensional

vectors obtained from the reshaping of saliency map matrices of image i, and d is the

Euclidean distance between two vectors.

The variability inside a network (per network) is calculated averaging the distances

between the saliency maps obtained from this network for the subset of images:

Cj =
1

|I | (|I | − 1)

∑
i∈I

∑
h,i,h∈I

d(mij ,m
h
j ) (3.2)

The distribution of these averages can also be plotted and analysed to see how the

average of the pairwise distances of per network (for all the images, in each network)

compares to the distribution of the averages of pairwise distances per image (among

the different networks). This can give a first clue of how the variabilities in these two

perspectives compare.

These variabilities, Ci and Cj , can also be averaged over the set of images / networks

to obtain an aggregate variability between networks / images.

One can wonder if, in the case that the interpretability heatmaps such as saliency

maps have a high number of cells, and there is noise for some images and not others,

such differences can cumulatively lead to significantly different variabilities. In the case

of saliency maps (which are normalized to one) and for the Cartoon dataset and the 3

architectures considered, this was tested with two thresholds for noise considered: pixels

with saliency above 0.025 and 0.05. The first threshold is enough to eliminate most of

the noise while the second does the same for images with higher noise but can remove

some significant low saliency regions from the face area as well when applied to low noise

images. For the lower value of 0.025, it was found that the average relative difference of

the variabilities Ci and Cj and the relative difference of the aggregate variabilities with

low threshold relative to using no threshold was below 5%. In the case of the higher

threshold, the average relative difference of variabilities in both cases relative to using no

threshold was always below 7%. It was also found that the relative difference of the ratio

of aggregate variability between networks over the aggregate variability between images

with threshold vs without was below 2% in both scenarios.

Another question that can arise is the effect of small translations of the images in

the results of the variabilities between networks. While this was not tested and could

potentially lead to differences in the location of relevant saliency regions, this would be

indicative of inconsistencies of the explanations between different networks and therefore

are not a problem, but part of what one is trying to examine.

At a more granular level, one can investigate whether different networks have similarly

shaped distributions of pairwise distances (for pairs of maps from different images) or
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not. To investigate this, we start by producing kernel density estimations (KDEs) of the

different distributions, one for each network, and plotting them. One can then observe

whether the KDEs possess similar shapes for an architecture + task or there are several

types of distributions (unimodal, multimodal, ...).

Distributions that are similar to a single Gaussian, for example, indicate the distances

between the pairs of maps are similar in value. This is, however, not enough to infer

similarity between the behaviour of the two networks, since it does not guarantee that the

distances between each of the pairs of image maps are correlated for the different pairs.

Close values could correspond to different pairs of image maps but still give the same

distribution.

Distributions that are multimodal, for instance, could indicate that the image maps for

the network are somehow organized in a more complex manner. A two mode distribution

would indicate that the pairwise distances are close to either one of two different values.

One example that could lead to such a distribution would be if the maps are clustered

in two groups, with similar cohesions but apart from each other. Each cluster could

have similar inside distances and pairwise distances between one member of each cluster

would have a higher value. This is however, just an example of how differently shaped

distributions could indicate a different pattern in how the saliency/occlusion maps are

organized for different networks.

In an analogous way, one can take the pairwise distances from the maps generated

from the same image by different networks and investigate whether there are groups of

images whose maps are similarly distanced among different networks.

3.3 Datasets and models

3.3.1 Cartoon dataset and convolutional neural networks used with it

In the study detailed in this chapter, the cartoon dataset [65] was used in experiments

with different convolutional neural network (CNN) model architectures and classifica-

tion tasks. For faster results, the images were downsampled from 500× 500 to 128× 128

pixels. This dataset was chosen because it allows creating different experiments easily

where simple CNNs can achieve high precision. A set of three reference model architec-

tures were used and their parameters are detailed in tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. For each of

these models, two hundred instances were trained until an early stopping condition was

reached: the training accuracy reached at least 95% and during the next 2 iterations there

was no improvement greater than 2 % relative to the previous best training accuracy. The

tasks chosen for this set of experiments were the classification of images of the cartoon

faces according to the following 3 predefined categorical variables: face shape, facial hair,

glasses, each with 7, 15 and 12 possible attributes respectively, described by an integer;

and a custom category created by the author of faces with both reading glasses and certain

facial hair styles (glasses of styles 0,2,3,4,5,6,7, among 12 possible and facial hair of one
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Layer activation kernel stride padding # filters / output
size # units shape

Input - - - - - 128× 128
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 4 128× 128× 4
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 64× 64× 4
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 8 64× 64× 8
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 32× 32× 8
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 16 32× 32× 16
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 16× 16× 16

Flatten - - - - - 4096
Dense ReLU - - - 64 64
Dense Softmax - - - # categories # categories

# trainable parameters in feature extraction 1576
# trainable parameters in dense part 262208 + 65×#categories

Table 3.1: Model 1 architecture parameters.

of the following types: 2,3,4,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13, from the 15 possible).

In each set of experiments, the same classification tasks were performed but by a

different set of models. Three different architectures were chosen, with three, four and

five convolution layers, respectively. The images are coded in RGB values between 0 and

255 and were normalized to float values between −1 and 0. This choice of normalization

was done so that white now corresponds to 0 in the three color channels. Since this is also

the value used in padding, it was hoped that the absence of a sharp difference of values at

the border of the images would somewhat mimic having reflective borders and decrease

the artifacts observed in feature maps with the previous architectures.
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Layer activation kernel stride padding # filters / output
size # units shape

Input - - - - - 128× 128
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 4 128× 128× 4
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 64× 64× 4
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 8 64× 64× 8
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 32× 32× 8
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 16 32× 32× 16
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 16× 16× 16
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 32 16× 16× 32
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 8× 8× 32

Flatten - - - - - 2048
Dense ReLU - - - 64 64
Dense Softmax - - - # categories # categories

# trainable parameters in feature extraction 6216
# trainable parameters in dense part 131136 + 65×#categories

Table 3.2: Model 2 architecture parameters.

Layer activation kernel stride padding # filters / output
size # units shape

Input - - - - - 128× 128
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 4 128× 128× 4
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 64× 64× 4
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 8 64× 64× 8
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 32× 32× 8
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 16 32× 32× 16
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 16× 16× 16
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 32 16× 16× 32
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 8× 8× 32
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 64 8× 8× 64
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 4× 4× 64

Flatten - - - - - 1024
Dense ReLU - - - 64 64
Dense Softmax - - - # categories # categories

# trainable parameters in feature extraction 24712
# trainable parameters in dense part 65600 + 65×#categories

Table 3.3: Model 3 architecture parameters.
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Layer activation kernel stride padding # filters / output
size # units shape

Input - - - - - 32× 32
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 64 32× 32× 64
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 16× 16× 64
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 128 16× 16× 128
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 8× 8× 128
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 256 8× 8× 256
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 256 8× 8× 256
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 4× 4× 256
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 512 4× 4× 512
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 512 4× 4× 512
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 2× 2× 512
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 512 2× 2× 512
Convolution ReLU 3× 3 (1,1) same 512 2× 2× 512
MaxPooling - 2× 2 (2,2) valid - 1× 1× 512

Flatten - - - - - 512
Dense ReLU - - - 4096 4096
Dense ReLU - - - 4096 4096
Dense ReLU - - - 1000 1000
Dense Softmax - - - # categories # categories

# trainable parameters in feature extraction 9220480
# trainable parameters in dense part 22979560 + 1001×#categories

Table 3.4: VGG11 model parameters.

3.3.2 CIFAR05 dataset and VGG11

Applying our variability study to a single dataset could be limiting. In order to make

our study more broad, the variability tools developed for our study were also applied

to the convolutional neural network model VGG11 [63] and to a dataset we refer to

as CIFAR05. The CIFAR10 dataset [57] contains photo-like images of ten categories

(airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, truck), and is therefore less

synthetic than the Cartoon dataset. However, since for the simplest version of VGG11,

whose parameters are described in table 3.4, the achieved accuracy during training was

close to 80%, well below the accuracy achieved with the simpler CNNs described in

the section before with the Cartoon dataset, we opted to eliminate the five categories

for which the test error was greater. We refer to this dataset with only the categories

automobile, frog, horse, ship, truck as CIFAR05.

As in the case before, two hundred instances of the model VGG11 were trained with

an early stopping condition that required that the training accuracy reached at least 95%

and that during the following 2 iterations there was no improvement greater than 2 %

relative to the previous best training accuracy.
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3.4 Variability analysis overview

The effect that networks trained with different random initialization have on the vari-

ability of saliency maps and occlusion maps interpretability diagnostics was investigated.

This is important both to try to understand what they can tell us about the differences in

network behaviour and if one can infer something about the interpretation of CNN mod-

els (network architecture + classification task) based on the analysis of a single instance.

In Figure 3.2 the variability between networks for the same image and for each net-

work between images is plotted. Here we quantify the variability by taking the distri-

bution of distances between saliency maps for networks/images for the same image/net-

work, doing the average of this distribution, and then taking the average of these averages

over the images/networks, as described in the methods section. This aggregate quantity

gives an estimate on how distant are the saliency maps of different networks for a given

example compared to the distance between maps for different examples for the same

network.

Saliency maps and occlusion maps attempt to determine which parts of the image

are more relevant for the prediction it makes given a certain example, though through

different approaches. Intuitively then, one would expect that the distance between maps

of different examples for the same network would, on average, be higher than the dis-

tances between maps of different networks for the same image. If all model instances

show approximately the same high accuracy, it is expected that the attributes they value

(here in pixel space) for classifying an example as a certain class should be more similar

than attributes that are important to classify a different example, that could even be of a

different class.
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Figure 3.2: Variability of the saliency maps between networks for the same examples (per
image) and between images within networks (per network).

However, when one examines Figure 3.2, it can be seen that, for different tasks and
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different architectures the two variabilities are either of the same order, or higher for

maps of different networks for the same image (dashed lines). The latter case can be seen

for all architectures considered for the task of classification of glasses and for the two

deeper CNNs for the case of classifying facial hair and distinguishing intellectuals from

non-intellectuals.

This constitutes a potential problem, since it can mean that the different network

instances can be picking out attributes that are not very relevant for distinguishing differ-

ent examples, or that the diagnostic is not very effective at capturing the importance of

different regions of the image for the prediction.
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Figure 3.3: Variability of the occlusion maps between networks for the same examples
(per image) and between images within networks (per network).

In Figure 3.3, it can be observed that both variabilities are of the same order, though

in this case the variability between different examples for the same network is higher

than the variability between occlusion maps for the same image from different networks.

This could be due to the occlusion diagnostic being better at identifying attributes that

distinguish different examples or an artifact of the size of the occlusion window used. For

images of 128x128 pixels, a window size of 8x8 pixels was used due to the computational

cost of decreasing its size.

To test whether a smaller window size would alter the relative positions of the average

variability per image and per network, occlusion maps for the same networks of one of

the models (glasses classification and 3 convolution layers) but a smaller random sample

were produced for window sizes of 8x8 and 4x4, using 200 of the original 1000 images

sample. The decrease in size of the sample was necessary since the computational cost of

decreasing the window size goes with the square of the number of cells in each direction

and the occlusion diagnostic is already, by itself, more computationally demanding than

the saliency one because for each image, for each position of the window a new prediction
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needs to be done.
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Figure 3.4: Variability of the occlusion maps between networks for the same examples
(per image) and between images within networks (per network) for the 3 convolution
layer architecture and the task of classification of glasses. The abcissa of the points is the
number of cells in the side of the square occlusion window

In Figure 3.4, it can be seen that for a smaller window, the differences between oc-

clusion maps from different networks for the same image reach higher values, which

leads to an increase in its average value. However, the average value of the distances

between occlusion maps from different images for the same network also increased. The

variability of the occlusion maps between different images, for the same network network,

remained higher than the variability in the occlusion maps for the same image, obtained

from different networks. This result was obtained for a single network architecture and

task. Further studies should be conducted in future work to better understand the impact

of its size.

One can wonder whether the observed behaviour is affected by the class distribution

within the sample, since, for some of the tasks, the class distribution is far from even,

such as in the case for facial hair and distinguishing intellectuals from non-intellectuals.

To investigate this, the same variability calculations were done for samples where each

class is represented evenly (40 points per class), and are presented in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.

While the variabilities remain similar for the occlusion diagnostic, in the saliency

diagnostic case they are now much more similar for the glasses classification and that of

intellectuals vs non-intellectuals. For all but the facial hair case, in the saliency maps

there is at least one architecture per task for which the variability is higher between

networks for the same image than for different image maps produced by the same network.

The face shape classification case remains almost the same as expected, since it already

has an approximately even distribution of examples between its classes.

These differences between the saliency and occlusion diagnostics indicate that the vari-

ability between networks for the same image and between images for the same network

is much more affected by the the distribution of classes than occlusion.
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Figure 3.5: Variability of the saliency maps between networks for the same examples
(per image) and between images within networks (per network) for a sample with even
number of images among classes.
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Figure 3.6: Variability of the occlusion maps between networks for the same examples
(per image) and between images within networks (per network) for a sample with even
number of images among classes.
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3.5 Detailed variability analysis for the Cartoon dataset

3.5.1 Saliency for a random sample of 1000 images

3.5.1.1 Variability per network

The measure used to quantify variability in the previous section was an aggregate one.

It does not tell us how the distances between maps are distributed for each network,

between the images; or for each image, between the networks. It also does not show which

shape do these distributions have and whether it is the same for all networks/images.

To more easily explore this, we start by determining and plotting the kernel density

estimation functions for each of these distributions.

The distributions of the distances between saliency maps from different images (all

the 1000 images in the sample) for each network are plotted in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. Each

line in a plot corresponds to one network. We would like to understand if the networks

are distinct in terms of the attributes they pick up from different examples according

to the saliency diagnostic. Do all networks have the same distribution of saliency maps

distances? Are there groups of saliency maps distanced differently from one network to

another?

In Figures 3.7 and 3.8, it can be seen that different tasks and different architectures

lead to different patterns. In the case of the task of glasses classification, for example,

a significant fraction of the distributions appear to be multimodal. The existence of

more than one mode in the KDE distribution of a network indicates differently distanced

groups of maps by that network. To verify this, we test for the modality of the KDE

curves using the Hartigan Dip test of unimodality implemented in the Python package

[66] in the different scenarios. For the cases where they are unimodal distributions, we

also calculate their variances. These results are presented in Table 3.5.

For the face shape classification task, it was observed that the majority of the KDE

curves are unimodal. It is interesting to note that, for all tasks, the average variance of

the unimodal distributions increases from the three to the four convolution layer model.

This indicates an increased spread in the distance values. A possible explanation for this

could be that the networks with four layers capture more diverse features in the saliency

maps, leading to more differences in the maps and therefore larger differences between

them. However, this is just a hypothesis and would require further testing.

For the tasks of classification of facial hair, glasses and for the case of classification

of intellectuals vs non-intellectuals with a five convolution layer model, there appears to

be a significant number of multimodal KDE distributions. Their existence indicates that,

for the corresponding networks, there is some kind of grouping or non-uniform spacing

between saliency maps from different images.
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Figure 3.7: KDEs for each of the 200 network instances for the tasks of classification of
facial shapes and facial hair. Each line represents the KDE of the distribution of pairwise
distances between images for a single network. Plots in the same row are associated with
the same model architecture.
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Figure 3.8: KDEs for each of the 200 network instances for the tasks of classification
of glasses and intellectuals vs non-intellectuals. Each line represents the KDE of the
distribution of pairwise distances between images for a single network. Plots in the same
row are associated with the same model architecture.
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Classification # of conv. # unimodal % unimodal Average variance of
task layers KDEs KDEs distributions

3 188 94 0.69
face shape 4 196 98 0.74

5 192 96 0.71

3 143 71.5 0.91
facial hair 4 153 76.5 1.02

5 142 71 1.07

3 135 67.5 1.37
glasses 4 89 44.5 1.58

5 100 50 1.58

3 189 94.5 1.06
intelect. 4 172 86 1.34

5 146 73 1.43

Table 3.5: Modality and variances of unimodal distributions for the KDEs per network
for the different classification tasks.

Classification # of convolution Average pairwise
task layers correlation

3 0.426
face shape 4 0.345

5 0.334
3 0.653

facial hair 4 0.605
5 0.588
3 0.543

glasses 4 0.591
5 0.562
3 0.452

intelect. 4 0.508
5 0.514

Table 3.6: Average correlation between pairs of networks in the MDS projection. The
correlation is between each pair of network vectors, whose elements are all the saliency
maps pairwise distances for the different pairs of images, for the same network, as in
Figures 3.10, 3.11,3.12 and 3.13.
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Face shape classification with CNN with 3 convolution layers
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Figure 3.9: (a) MDS 2D projection of KDE curves; each point represents a network and
they are colored red if they belong to the cluster and black if they are noise points. (b) KDE
for network 59. (c) KDE curves corresponding to the points in the cluster. (d) MDS 2D
projection of saliency maps obtained from network #59. (e) KDE curves corresponding
to noise points the panel (a). (f) same MDS 2D projection as (d) but colored according to
face shape seven classes.
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Figure 3.9 presents the analysis of the KDE curves of the distribution of distances

between saliency maps for each network in more detail for the task of face shape clas-

sification using the model with three convolution layers. This corresponds to the top

left panel of Figure 3.7. In panel (a), the MDS projection of the correlation of the KDE

distribution curves can be observed, with each point corresponding to a network. Cluster-

ing was performed with DBSCAN [67] using the elbow method to find the ε parameter

(ε = 0.014). It can be observed that, as expected from the overlap in KDE distribution

curves seen in the top left panel of Figure 3.7, these distribution curves are indeed very

similar, forming a single cluster (red dots) apart from a few noise points (black dots). The

KDE distribution curves in the cluster are plotted in panel (c) and those from the noise

points in panel (e). These outliers are observed to be a few multimodal distributions, or

unimodal distributions with the peak at a different position than the KDEs of the main

cluster.

To investigate the structure of one of these outlier KDE curves, we plot it in Figure

3.9 (b). Since it is multimodal, some structure in the space of the saliency maps for this

network is expected. If, instead of the distribution of distances as in the KDE curve, we

take the actual distances between all the saliency maps for this network, we can use them

to display this saliency map space in 2D with a MDS embedding, seen in Figure 3.9 (d).

Some structure is indeed clear with the presence of some higher density regions. Could

these regions be associated with saliency maps from images with the same face shape

class? Panel (f) of the same figure, where the points are colored according to their class,

confirms this.

Since the clustering analysis of the KDE distribution curves per network for the face

shape classification with the three convolution layers model (panel (a) of Figure 3.9) did

not provide additional information, it was not repeated for the remaining models and

tasks.

Given the significant degree of similarity in the KDE distribution curves of the dis-

tances between saliency maps of different images for the same network for the different

tasks, one may wonder whether there is also similarity in the way the saliency maps are

distributed in space for the different networks, i.e., whether the similarities are solely on

the distribution of distances or the distances between the same pairs of images are corre-

lated between the networks. This could suggest that the saliency attributes the networks

capture for the same images are similar between networks. To test this hypothesis, we

need to take the vectors with all the pairwise distances between images, for each of the

networks, and determine the correlation between them. Since correlation can be used as a

similarity measure, we can use it as before to do a MDS embedding and visualize if there

are regions of higher density corresponding to highly correlated networks. This analysis

was done and its results are presented in Figures 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13, where each

point represents a network. In all the cases (different tasks and model architectures) no

internal structure with groups is observed, and the points are approximately uniformly

distributed. The average correlation between each pair of points in the MDS projection
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(considering all the distances between saliency maps) was also determined and is pre-

sented in Table 3.6. The average correlation values are non-negligible. This, together

with the absence of groups in the networks MDS projection (considering all distances

between saliency maps; see bottom panels in Figures 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13), could

mean that there is a significant degree of similarity between networks. However, further

investigation is needed to verify this.
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Figure 3.10: MDS 2D projection for face shape classification where each point corresponds
to a network and the dissimilarity is calculated as one minus the correlation between the
vectors with all the distances between pairs of saliency maps. Panel letters identify the
CNN model architectures: (a) three, (b) four and (c) five convolution layers.
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Figure 3.11: MDS 2D projection for facial hair classification where each point corresponds
to a network and the dissimilarity is calculated as one minus the correlation between the
vectors with all the distances between pairs of saliency maps. Panel letters identify the
CNN model architectures: (a) three, (b) four and (c) five convolution layers.
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Figure 3.12: MDS 2D projection for glasses classification where each point corresponds
to a network and the dissimilarity is calculated as one minus the correlation between the
vectors with all the distances between pairs of saliency maps. Panel letters identify the
CNN model architectures: (a) three, (b) four and (c) five convolution layers.
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Figure 3.13: MDS 2D projection for intellectuals classification where each point corre-
sponds to a network and the dissimilarity is calculated as one minus the correlation
between the vectors with all the distances between pairs of saliency maps. Panel letters
identify the CNN model architectures: (a) three, (b) four and (c) five convolution layers.

3.5.1.2 Variability per image

The previous analysis was focused on the variability between examples for the same

network. We now focus on the variability between networks for the same image. We

follow a similar exploratory approach as the above.

One can then ask what is the shape of the distributions of distances between maps

generated by different networks for the same image. Are there groups of images with dif-

ferent distribution shapes? As a first step to investigate this, the KDE of the distributions

of distances between maps obtained from different networks for the same image were

obtained and are plotted in Figures 3.14 and 3.15. In each of these figures, each line in

a plot corresponds to one image and the density curve describes the distribution of the

distances between saliency maps for that image obtained from different networks.

For all the tasks and each of the architectures, the distributions appear mostly uni-

modal. This was confirmed with the Hartigan-dip test as before. The number of unimodal

distributions and their variances are presented in Table 3.7. In the face shape case, the

distributions corresponding to different images appear very similar as they are quite
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overlapped. In the remaining tasks, even though the distributions of distances remain

unimodal, there is more variation in peak position. In the classification of glasses, groups

of unimodal distributions with different peak positions are easily distinguishable, but the

number of layers does not appear to change the pattern nor significantly affect the vari-

ances. In the other tasks, classification of facial hair and intellectuals vs non-intellectuals,

the variability of the peak positions of the distributions appears to change significantly

with increasing number of convolution layers. The fact that the peak position of these

distributions is shifted for some groups of images, indicates that for some images the

saliency maps are more similar between networks (less distant) than others.
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Figure 3.14: KDEs for each of the 1000 random images for the tasks of classification of
facial shapes and facial hair. Each line represents the KDE of the distribution of pairwise
distances between networks for a single image. Plots in the same row are associated with
the same model architecture.
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Figure 3.15: KDEs for each of the 1000 random images for the tasks of classification of
glasses and intelect. Each line represents the KDE of the distribution of pairwise distances
between networks for a single image. Plots in the same row are associated with the same
model architecture.

For all the tasks but the classification of facial hair, the KDE distributions widen

with increasing number of convolution layers, consistent with the observed values for the

variances in Table 3.7.

The fact that different images share similar distributions of distances does not tell us

how these pairwise distances are distributed among the different networks. For different

images, are the relationships between distances of various pairs of networks kept the
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Classification # of conv. # unimodal % unimodal Average variance of
task layers KDEs KDEs distributions

3 1000 100 0.51
face shape 4 997 99.7 0.65

5 995 99.5 0.74

3 999 99.9 0.54
facial hair 4 992 99.2 0.69

5 942 94.2 0.81

3 1000 100 0.79
glasses 4 999 99.9 0.77

5 998 99.8 0.79

3 999 99.9 0.69
intelect. 4 992 99.2 0.79

5 995 99.5 0.91

Table 3.7: Modality and variances of unimodal distributions for the KDEs per image for
the different classification tasks.

same; i.e., if two networks have a bigger distance between them than another pair, will

the same happen for a different image. We do not expect so, as the images are different,

and saliency features captured by the networks should not be the same for all of them.

To verify this, one must go beyond the distribution of distances and actually look,

for each image, at the distances between each pair of networks. Using the vector with

all these network pairwise distances for each image, we can calculate the correlation

between images and use it as a measure of similarity. In Figures 3.16, 3.17, 3.18 the MDS

projection of the images according to their correlation similarity is plotted. Each point

corresponds to an image saliency map and they are colored according to their class label.

As expected, we do see some groups of images clustered.

For the face shape task, the MDS projection of the images shows a clear structure

and the images are mostly clustered according to their class label. This indicates that

the distances between networks for the images of the same class are smaller than for

images from different classes. The clusters also appear to become more compact for

the five convolution layer. This clear separation between classes based on the vector of

distances between networks for the same image, together with the non-negligible average

correlation value between networks as represented by the vectors with the distances

between the saliency maps obtained from them (table 3.6), could mean that the networks

agree on the most important saliency features but noise or second-order features in the

saliency maps are different for different networks, degrading the correlation between

them.

For the tasks of facial hair and glasses classification, it is clear that the vast majority

of networks have the saliency maps from one particular class closer together than with

maps of images from other classes. This class corresponds to the majority of images in the
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sample and dataset for that category, no beard in the case of facial hair classification (label

14) and no glasses (label 11) in the task of glasses classification. However, and unlike the

face shape task, the remainder classes are not so well separated in the MDS projection

of the saliency maps of the images, even though some class grouping is still observed.

This suggests that the saliency features from the other classes are not as similar inside

a class and dissimilar with respect to maps from other classes for all the networks. One

hypothesis for the class grouping being less pronounced would be that the networks pick

up some common saliency attributes for saliency maps of the same class as well as other

attributes which are not the same between networks and not as exclusive to a particular

class. It is also interesting to note that the compactness of clusters of images from different

classes changes with the number of layers, and not always in the same manner. The

clusters of saliency maps of some classes (for e.g. class 0 in facial hair classification) are

more compact in the models with lower number of convolution layers while for others it

is the opposite (for e.g. class 12 in facial hair classification). The internal structure of the

cluster with the majority of points also changes between different architectures. It would

be interesting to investigate whether this corresponds to some feature being captured

by some networks and not by others, if there is a semantic meaning to the subclusters

observed.

In the case of the classification of intellectuals (class 1) vs non-intellectuals (class 0),

it can be observed in Figure 3.19 that the different networks separate well a large portion

of the population of non-intellectuals, in terms of the saliency map features. However, a

second cluster of saliency maps for the non-intellectuals appears close and mixed with

the points corresponding to saliency maps from intellectuals. This task is somewhat

complex since the distinction between intellectuals and non-intellectuals is based on the

type of facial hair and glasses. The intellectuals have combinations of some of the classes

from these two categories. However, a certain type of facial hair or glasses can occur in

both populations. It would be interesting to understand what distinguishes the two main

clusters of saliency maps of the non-intellectual population, the one clearly separated

and the one that appears close and mixed with the intellectual saliency maps clusters.
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Figure 3.16: MDS 2D projection for face shape classification where each point corresponds
to an image and the dissimilarity is calculated as one minus the correlation between the
vectors with all the distances between pairs of networks. Points are colored according to
class label. Panel letters identify the CNN model architectures: (a) three, (b) four and (c)
five convolution layers.

Figure 3.17: MDS 2D projection for facial hair classification where each point corresponds
to an image and the dissimilarity is calculated as one minus the correlation between the
vectors with all the distances between pairs of networks. Points are colored according to
class label. Panel letters identify the CNN model architectures: (a) three, (b) four and (c)
five convolution layers.

Figure 3.18: MDS 2D projection for glasses classification where each point corresponds
to an image and the dissimilarity is calculated as one minus the correlation between the
vectors with all the distances between pairs of networks. Points are colored according to
class label. Panel letters identify the CNN model architectures: (a) three, (b) four and (c)
five convolution layers.
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Figure 3.19: MDS 2D projection for intellectuals classification where each point cor-
responds to an image and the dissimilarity is calculated as one minus the correlation
between the vectors with all the distances between pairs of networks. Points are colored
according to class label. Panel letters identify the CNN model architectures: (a) three, (b)
four and (c) five convolution layers.

3.5.2 Occlusion for a random sample of 1000 images

For the study of the variability for the same network between different examples and

for the same image between different networks, we started the exploratory analysis in a

manner analog to what was used in the case of saliency.

3.5.2.1 Variability per network

In this way, we start by looking at the distribution of distances between examples for the

same network. Again, we do this by determining the KDE curve for the distribution of

these distances for each network. The KDE distributions are then displayed in the same

plot for comparison, and the procedure is repeated for each task, and within it, for each

model architecture. The results are displayed in Figures 3.20 and 3.21.

When analysing the KDE distribution plots, one thing that immediately stands out

is that for the tasks of classification of face shape, glasses and intellectuals vs non-

intellectuals, there is a peak at a distance value very close to zero for practically all

the curves. This indicates that there are groups of occlusion maps that are nearly iden-

tical. This could be the result of an insufficient resolution in the occlusion window, or

the regions that significantly influence the prediction being quite limited in space and

consistent for the same task, for example, the two sides of the cheeks in the face shape

case. The KDE distributions are not unimodal for these tasks and other peaks are ob-

served in varying number. In the case of glasses classification several peaks are observed,

suggesting structuring in the space of the occlusion maps, with different groups of maps

appearing for different networks. The overlap is not as high as in the case of the KDEs for

the face shape and intellectuals vs non-intellectuals classification, which could mean the

grouping of the occlusion maps is more consistent for the latter tasks than for the glasses

classification, where the structure changes from one KDE to another.
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In contrast with the other tasks, the KDE distribution curves for the case of classifica-

tion of facial hair appear approximately unimodal for the vast majority and centered at

a distance close to two. This suggests that the occlusion diagnostic in this task is able to

detect more differences between the examples in terms of how the occlusion of different

regions of the image affects the class prediction.
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Figure 3.20: KDEs for each of the 200 network instances for the tasks of classification of
facial shapes and facial hair. Each line represents the KDE of the distribution of pairwise
distances between images for a single network. Plots in the same row are associated with
the same model architecture.

It is interesting to note in the KDE distribution curve plots for face shape classification
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Figure 3.21: KDEs for each of the 200 network instances for the tasks of classification
of glasses and intellectuals vs non-intellectuals. Each line represents the KDE of the
distribution of pairwise distances between images for a single network. Plots in the same
row are associated with the same model architecture.
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Classification # of convolution Average pairwise
task layers correlation

3 0.451
face shape 4 0.491

5 0.474
3 0.396

facial hair 4 0.383
5 0.392
3 0.512

glasses 4 0.452
5 0.425
3 0.555

intelect. 4 0.548
5 0.557

Table 3.8: Average correlation between all pairs of networks. The correlation is between
each pair of network vectors, whose elements are all the saliency maps pairwise distances
for the different pairs of images, for the same network

and classification of intellectuals vs non-intellectuals that, with the increase in the num-

ber of convolution layers, the structure of the distributions also changes. In the case of

face shape classification, the average height of the peak close to zero decreases and that of

the peak close to a distance of one increases. In the case of classification of intellectuals vs

non-intellectuals, the average height of the secondary peaks at an approximate distance

of one increases and more networks exhibit a more pronounced third peak at a distance

around 1.4 for the 5 convolution layer network. These peaks at higher image pairwise dis-

tance indicate that the deeper networks reveal more differences between image occlusion

maps than the more shallow.

In Figures 3.20 and 3.21, a strong overlap of the KDE distribution curves for the clas-

sification of face shape, facial hair and intellectuals vs non-intellectuals can be observed.

However, this is not enough to say that the different networks behave in the same manner

in terms of the occlusion sensitivity. Is the structure of the space of occlusion maps actu-

ally similar between networks? In other words, do the relationships between the distances

of the different pairs of image occlusion maps change from one network to another? As

was done with the saliency maps in the previous section, to answer this question we need

to look beyond the shape of the occlusion maps pairwise distance distribution, and take

into account the distances for each pair of maps of the sensitivity to occlusion. To do

it, we represent each network by a vector whose elements are the pairwise distances of

all the pairs of occlusion maps, preserving the ordering of the pairs for all the networks.

We then use the correlation between these vectors to assess if the relationships between

pairs of occlusion maps are maintained from one network to another. To visualize if

there are groups of networks for which this happens, i.e., that share similar patterns in

the space of occlusion maps, we do a MDS projection of the networks where we use the
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correlation between their vectors of distances as a similarity measure. These projections

are presented in Figures 3.22, 3.23, 3.24 and 3.25. The figures do not reveal clear clusters

of networks, instead showing a mostly uniform pattern. The average correlation value be-

tween networks was also determined and is shown in table 3.8. The fact that the average

pairwise correlations are non-negligible together with the uniformity of the projection

where the correlation was used as a measure of similarity, suggest the networks share,

to some degree, the same behaviour in what regards the sensitivity to occlusion of the

images.
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Figure 3.22: MDS 2D projection of the networks for face shape classification. Each point
corresponds to a network and the dissimilarity is calculated as one minus the correlation
between the vectors with all the distances between pairs of occlusion maps. The three
panels correspond to the results of the (a) three, (b) four and (c) five convolution layers
models.
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Figure 3.23: MDS 2D projection of the networks for facial hair classification. Each point
corresponds to a network and the dissimilarity is calculated as one minus the correlation
between the vectors with all the distances between pairs of occlusion maps. The three
panels correspond to the results of the (a) three, (b) four and (c) five convolution layers
models.
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Figure 3.24: MDS 2D projection of the networks for glasses classification. Each point
corresponds to a network and the dissimilarity is calculated as one minus the correlation
between the vectors with all the distances between pairs of occlusion maps. The three
panels correspond to the results of the (a) three, (b) four and (c) five convolution layers
models.
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Figure 3.25: MDS 2D projection of the networks for intellectuals vs non-intellectuals
classification. Each point corresponds to a network and the dissimilarity is calculated
as one minus the correlation between the vectors with all the distances between pairs of
occlusion maps. The three panels correspond to the results of the (a) three, (b) four and
(c) five convolution layers models.

3.5.2.2 Variability per image

In this section we investigate in more detail the distribution of distances between oc-

clusion maps produced by different networks for the same image. With this goal, we

started by plotting the KDE curves for these distributions of distances, which are shown

in Figures 3.26 and 3.27, where each line is the KDE curve for a single image.

Looking at the KDE distribution curves for the different tasks, one thing immediately

stands out. For all the classification tasks, and especially for the shallower networks, with

three convolution layers, there is a very high spike close to zero. This high density spike

close to zero indicates that there are a number of images for which a very significant part

of the networks produce an identical or nearly identical occlusion map. The peak becomes

smaller for deeper networks and is specially high for the classification of intellectuals vs

non-intellectuals.

It is also interesting to note that the task for the classification of facial hair has the

lowest number of images that have a very high peak close to zero. For the majority of

images, the KDE appears to be a unimodal or close to unimodal curve centered at a

distance of two.
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Figure 3.26: KDEs for each of the 1000 random images for the tasks of classification of
facial shapes and facial hair. Each line represents the KDE of the distribution of pairwise
distances between networks for a single image. Plots in the same row are associated with
the same model architecture.
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Figure 3.27: KDEs for each of the 1000 random images for the tasks of classification of
glasses and intelect. Each line represents the KDE of the distribution of pairwise distances
between networks for a single image. Plots in the same row are associated with the same
model architecture.
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For all the tasks, there appear to be groups of images for which the KDEs overlap

significantly, i.e., have very similar distribution curves. To verify whether, for these

groups of images, the relationships between networks are the same, i.e., if for one image,

a pair of networks has a higher distance than another pair, the same will happen for other

images of the same group, we apply the same technique as with the variability of the

saliency maps per image. For each image, we build a vector with all the distances between

the occlusion maps for that image obtained from all the unique pairs of networks. Using

the correlation between this vectors as a similarity measure, we plot the MDS projection

of these vectors, presented in Figures 3.28, 3.29, 3.30 and 3.31. In these plots, each point

corresponds to an image and is colored according to its class. Close points correspond

to images for which the relationships between the distances of pairs of occlusion maps

obtained from different networks are maintained. Each point is colored according to its

class. In other words, they correspond to images for which the different pairs of networks

present a similar relative behaviour in terms of the differences between their occlusion

maps.

For the task of face shape classification, clustering of points corresponding to images

of the same class are observed. In addition, the compactness of the clusters for the four

convolution layer network appears to increase. This clustering suggests that the networks

relative pairwise distances for the occlusion maps of images of the same class agree more

than for images of different classes. In other words, the behaviour of the networks in

terms of the differences between occlusion maps is more similar for images of the same

class than between images of different classes.

In the MDS projections for the cases of classification of the facial hair and glasses, the

situation is different. The networks behaviour in terms of distances between occlusion

maps they produce for the same image seems to be similar for the class with most elements

(no facial hair and no glasses respectively). However, for other classes, though there is

some clustering for some classes, for example class 2 in the facial hair classification

and class 1 in the glasses classification, overall the separation of classes is much less

pronounced and there is more mixing between points associated with images of different

classes than in the classification of face shape. This indicates that the patterns of the

maps in the occlusion maps space are not similar enough between images of the same

class and different enough between different classes for them to be separable. In other

words, there is not sufficient regularity in the relative differences of occlusion maps for

the different pairs of networks.

For the task of classification of intellectuals vs non-intellectuals, the two classes ap-

pear separated and the compactness of the class with less elements, the class of intellec-

tuals, appears to become more compact with the increase in the number of convolution

layers. This suggests that the networks in general find similar attributes in the sensitivity

to occlusion maps for the images of the same class. In addition, with increasing layer

the networks appear to consistently find attributes in the occlusion maps from the two

classes that distinguish them, since considering the similarity between vectors with all
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the distances between pairs of networks for each image, lead to a separation in the two

classes.

Figure 3.28: MDS 2D projection of the images for face shape classification. Each point
corresponds to an image and the dissimilarity is calculated as one minus the correlation
between the vectors with all the distances between the occlusion maps from all the differ-
ent pairs of networks. The three panels correspond to the results of the (a) three, (b) four
and (c) five convolution layers models.

Figure 3.29: MDS 2D projection of the images for facial hair classification. Each point
corresponds to an image and the dissimilarity is calculated as one minus the correlation
between the vectors with all the distances between the occlusion maps from all the differ-
ent pairs of networks. The three panels correspond to the results of the (a) three, (b) four
and (c) five convolution layers models.
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Figure 3.30: MDS 2D projection of the images for glasses classification. Each point cor-
responds to an image and the dissimilarity is calculated as one minus the correlation
between the vectors with all the distances between the occlusion maps from all the differ-
ent pairs of networks. The three panels correspond to the results of the (a) three, (b) four
and (c) five convolution layers models.

Figure 3.31: MDS 2D projection of the images for intellectuals vs non-intellectuals clas-
sification. Each point corresponds to an image and the dissimilarity is calculated as one
minus the correlation between the vectors with all the distances between the occlusion
maps from all the different pairs of networks. The three panels correspond to the results
of the (a) three, (b) four and (c) five convolution layers models.

3.6 Preliminary results on the variability analysis for the

CIFAR05 dataset and the VGG11 model

In this section, preliminary results on the variability analysis for the VGG11 model and

CIFAR05 dataset are presented. A more detailed analysis with more trained instances

and additional data exploration if left for future work.

3.6.1 Saliency for a random sample of 500 images for the CIFAR05 dataset

In an analogous manner to what was done for the Cartoon dataset and the several models

considered in the previous section, we start the variability analysis for the VGG11 model

trained on the CIFAR05 dataset by determining its aggregate variability per network and

per image. For the first case, this means determining for each network the average of

the pairwise distances between the saliency maps for different images, and then taking
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the average of these values over the number of networks. Similarly, for the aggregate

variability per image, we first determine the average of the pairwise distances between

saliency maps from different networks for each image, and then take the average of these

values over the number of images. The results obtained are shown in Table 3.9.

Average variability 4.39
per image

Average variability 5.49
per network

Table 3.9: Average variability per image and per network for 80 instances of the VGG11
model and a sample of 500 images from the CIFAR05 dataset.

The average variability per network is greater than the average variability per image.

The VGG11 model is, however, much more complex than the models used in the previous

section, which results in a greater training time. For this reason, a more limited number

of network instances was used. A more detailed analysis of the variability of the saliency

maps also reveals some unexpected results.

The distributions of distances between saliency maps of different images for the same

network; and between saliency maps of the same image obtained from different networks,

was approximated using kernel density estimation. The plots of these distributions are

shown in Figure 3.32, for each network and for each image, respectively.

In the left panel of Figure 3.32, it can be seen that there is a great overlap between

the KDE curves for the distributions of image pairwise distances for each network. To

try to understand whether only the pairwise saliency maps distributions are close from

one network to another, or if the actual disposition of the maps in the saliency map

space is approximately the same, i.e., the relationship of between distances of the image

maps pairs are similar, a MDS projection of the networks was done using correlation as

a similarity measure. This correlation was measured between vectors, where the vector

for each network contained all the distances between the saliency maps unique pairs,

in the same order. This projection is shown in the left panel of Figure 3.33, where it

can be seen that the points corresponding to the networks are approximately uniformly

distributed. This means their similarity does not change much between pairs of networks,

so no groups are formed. The average correlation between networks is 0.315, which is not

negligible. This suggests that the network behaviour, in terms of the attributes captured

by the saliency map diagnostic, shares some similarities.

In the right panel of Figure 3.32, it can be seen that the KDE curves for the distribution

of pairwise distances of saliency maps produced for the same image by different networks

appear to be unimodal, but varying in peak position and variance. To investigate if

there were groups of images which shared similar patterns in the space of saliency maps
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Figure 3.32: Left: Kernel density estimation plots for the distributions of the pairwise
distances between saliency maps produced by each network (per network) for the 500
images in the sample. Each line represents the distribution of one network. Right: Kernel
density estimation plots for the distribution of pairwise distances between saliency maps
produced by the 80 different network instances for each image (per image). Each line
corresponds to a distribution for one of the sample images.
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Figure 3.33: Left: MDS projection of the networks using as similarity measure the cor-
relation between the vectors that hold all the pairwise saliency map distances produced
by each network. Right: MDS projection of the images using as similarity the correlation
between vectors whose elements are the pairwise distances of saliency maps from all the
unique pairs of networks. Each point represents an image and they are colored according
to their class.
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produced by different networks, a MDS projection of the images was done using as a

similarity metric the correlation of vectors, each containing all the pairwise distances of

saliency maps produced by each of the unique pairs of networks for that example. This

projection is presented in the right panel of Figure 3.33, where each point is associated

to one image and they are colored according to its class label. Clear structures in this

projection are not observable, though there is some greater density of points in the outside

parts of the pattern. This indicates that there are no groups of significant number of

images that are regarded as similar by the different networks in terms of their saliency

attributes. Importantly, this is a departure from what was seen in the CNN models

trained on the cartoon dataset, where some clusters were always visible, at least for the

class with most images, which was clearly separated from the remaining. Here, there is

a mixing of the points from all the classes. This suggests that the attributes the different

networks capture as relevant in the saliency diagnostic are not good distinguishing marks

to separate images between classes.

3.6.2 Occlusion sensitivity for a random sample of 500 images for the
CIFAR05 dataset

The occlusion to sensitivity diagnostic results depend on the occlusion window size and

the stride. If the window chosen is smaller, finer differences between occlusion maps can

be captured. On the other hand, if the window is too small, occluding the region it covers

will not make a difference for the prediction probability. In the following, we present

results for an occlusion window of 2×2 cells. Since the CIFAR10 images are 32×32 pixels,

the ratio between the area of the occlusion window to image size is the same as for the

Cartoon dataset.

The left panel of Figure 3.34 shows the KDE curves for the distributions of pairwise

distances between occlusion maps for the same network. Each line in the plot represents

a different network. It can be seen that the distributions peak at, or very close to, a

distance of zero between occlusion maps. This suggests a significant fraction of the pairs

of occlusion maps are nearly identical, which can be an artifact of the small window size.

It could happen that for many images, occluding a small region with a grey square does

not affect the prediction of the network.

The right panel of Figure 3.34 shows a MDS projection of the networks. This plot

was done using as a similarity measure the correlation between vectors that represent

each network by the distances between the occlusion maps of the unique pairs of images

obtained with it. The projection shows a mostly homogeneous dispersion of the network

points, without groups. This, together with the fact that the average correlation between

the networks is approximately 0.5, could lead one to believe that they are similar in terms

of the attributes the sensitivity to occlusion diagnostic captures for the different images.

However, given that all networks show a significant fraction of nearly identical occlusion

maps, this could be another manifestation of the occlusion region being too small to affect
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Figure 3.34: Left: Kernel density estimation plots for the distributions of the pairwise
distances between sensitivity to occlusion maps produced by each network (per network)
for the 500 images in the sample. Each line represents the distribution of one network.
Right: MDS projection of the networks according to a correlation similarity where each
network corresponds to a vector whose elements are all the pairwise distances between
the occlusion maps of different examples.

network predictions.

In the analysis of the distribution of distances between occlusion maps obtained with

different networks for the same image numerical problems associated with the small

occlusion region size were encountered. In particular, it was found that for one of the

images in the test sample, the probability attributed to the predicted class by all of the

80 networks was equal to one. Several different window sizes were employed to see when

the occlusion map would show some difference. This was found to occur only when the

window size was 16×16, resulting in a very low resolution. For this reason, the variability

analysis per image between different networks was not possible.

However, in future work, not just different window sizes but also different window

strides could be used to see if one can obtain occlusion maps that are not too coarse and at

the same time able to capture more information regarding the sensitivity of the networks

to the occlusion of different regions.
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4
Conclusions and future work

Given the increasing usage of neural networks in the development of applications with

significant repercussions in our lives, such as automated driving and medical diagnosis,

the fact that they are still largely black-boxes remains an issue. This has led to the growth

of research in the domain of neural networks interpretability. In the first part of this work,

an overview how neural networks work, and in particular convolutional neural networks,

was provided. This was followed by a revision of recent interpretability techniques.

These interpretability methods are, in general, applied to a single instance (a network)

of a model (task and neural network architecture). Moreover, many of these methods only

provide an explanation for a single example from the dataset. On the other hand, the

simple random initialization of the weights of neural networks at the beginning of their

training will lead to differences between them. These two facts mean that, not only

are the explanations associated to a single example, and therefore limited in what they

can inform us about the network behaviour, but they can also differ for the same exact

example, from one instance of the model to another. The variability of the explanations

in these two perspectives, for the same network between different examples, and for the

same example for different instances of the same model, raises the issue of reliability and

consistency of these interpretability diagnostics.

In this work, we developed tools and methodologies that allow us to explore this

variability for different interpretability diagnostics and assess their consistency. We did

this in the context of convolutional neural networks models and applied them to two

well known interpretability diagnostics, but the approach is easily transferable to other

diagnostics and to other CNN models and datasets. It comprises three steps. The first

step is the generation of a multitude of network instances of the model under study.

In the second step, the interpretability diagnostics are applied to the instances and a

subset of the test dataset, and distances between explanations are collected, in this case
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heatmaps, which serve as a measure of the variation between them. In the final step,

the distributions of distances between explanations of different examples, for the same

network; and of distances between the explanations of the same example for different

networks, are analysed. This methodology and associated tools were described in chapter

3 as well as the results obtained for different models and datasets. For the Cartoon dataset,

which was used in most of the work, twelve different models were employed, from the

combination of three different architectures and four different tasks. It was found that,

for some of the models (architecture + task), the variability between saliency maps for the

same image but from different networks was higher than the variability between saliency

maps of different images from the same network, which is the opposite of what one would

expect. This occurred for the test sample with 1000 randomly selected images in the cases

of glasses classification with the 3, 4 and 5 convolution layer architectures; intellectuals

classification with the 3 and 4 convolution layer architectures; facial hair classification

with the 4 and 5 convolution layer architectures; and face shape classification with the

5 convolution layer architecture. This lack of consistency for explanations of the same

example suggests that some of the attributes the diagnostic is capturing may not be very

meaningful in terms of the network predictions. The same analysis was performed with

the sensitivity to occlusion diagnostic and it was found that it does not present the same

problem for the models at study.

Preliminary analysis of the variability of both saliency and occlusion maps diagnostics

was also performed for a VGG11 network trained on a subset of the CIFAR10 dataset

with only 5 of its categories. For the saliency diagnostic, it was found that the attributes

captured in the saliency maps appear not to be conducive to a distinction between images

of the same class consistent between the different networks.

This work opens several avenues for further study, which were not possible to explore

in the time devoted to this thesis. It would be interesting, for instance, to apply this tool

on other interpretability diagnostics and models. Further analysis of the effect of window

size and stride on the variability of the maps of sensitivity to occlusion is needed. On

the cases where the variability analysis points to a lack of reliability of the diagnostic, it

would be interesting to test whether regularization techniques, such as decreasing the

number of filters in the convolution layers, could mitigate the problem.
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